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Abstract

The focus of this research is the analysis and parallel implementation of an

individually based algae population model. Analysis included examination of the

sensitivity of the population's dynamics to increases of 25% and 50% and decreases

of 25% and 50% of 58 of the model's parameters from a reference set of values

under three different nutrient limiting conditions. Results indicate that the most

sensitive parameters are those either directly or indirectly associated with the

construction of protein. Analysis of the model also included examination of the

influence of fluctuating temperatures on uptake of nutrients. Results indicate

that while external nutrients are abundant, temperature influences the system,

but when external nutrients become limiting, temperature effects diminish.

Parallel implementation included analysis of a pre-exisiting algae code in order

to identify avenues for parallelization. To accomodate identified parallelization

avenues, the original code was restructured and subsequently parallelized. Results

from the parallel model were then compared with results from the sequential model

to determine accuracy, and speed-up issues were addressed. It was determined

that the parallel model, in its current form, offers no advantage over the sequential

model.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The work presented here is part of an ongoing effort towards the construction

of a theoretical three species food chain that will ultimately be used to examine

the potential impacts of various types of environmental stressors on the model

ecosystem. An environmental stressor has been described by Hallam [6] as "any

physical, chemical or biological component of an organism's environment that can

strain a process associated with [the] ecological entity."

The models eventually comprising the food chain are each individually based

systems representing algae, Daphnia and fish; the algae model is physiologically

and stoichiometrically structured, and the Daphnia and fish models are physiolog

ically structured. Extensive analysis has been previously performed on both the

Daphnia and fish models, including analyses of both the unstressed populations

(for Daphnia see [10] and for fish see [11]), and the stressed populations under



various types of stressors (for Daphnia see [7], [9], and [15] and for fish see [18]).

Further analysis on the Daphnia-fish. predator-prey system has been performed

by Henson [11] and Nichols [20]. Collectively, these analyses have contributed

valuable insight into the underlying dynamics of these models, insight without

which there would be no basis for ultimately understanding the three species food

chain dynamics. To further broaden understanding of the individual components

comprising this system, an extensive analysis on both an unstressed algae popu

lation and a stressed algae population, with temperature playing the role of the

stressor, is the focus of this work.

Because the goal of these models is to describe the relevant physiological dy

namics of the individuals in their respective ecosystems, the models tend to be

extensive, making the models moderately complex, and computationally intensive.

These basic facts have led to simplifying assumptions such as the aggregation of

individuals with the same biological and environmental parameters into ecotypes

for all three models, and the further subdivision of these ecotypes into cohorts for

the Daphnia and fish models. While serving the purpose of decreasing complex

ity, the fundamental issue of computational demands still remains. Substantial

analysis in light of this issue has been performed on the Daphnia model [20], [22],

[25], the fish model [20], [22] and the Daphnia-fi^h. predator-prey system [20], [22]

with parallelization as the natural venue for addressing this problem. It further

stands to reason that if computational intensity is of concern for the individual



populations, its importance will only increase for the three species system. Thus,

this thesis addresses the issue of parallelizing the algae model in preparation for

its coupling with the Dcp/inm-fish predator-prey system.

1.1 Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter Two details

the sensitivity analysis performed on Skeletonema costatum under various nutrient

limiting situations. Chapter Three focuses on the inclusion of temperature as a

stressor to the system and the results of these effects. Chapter Four describes

restructuring of the original algae code and provides several reasons as to why this

laborious task was necessary. Chapter Five discusses parallelization of the algae

model including numerical schemes tried, speed-up differences between sequential

and distributed memory approaches, and recommendations indicating the most

time efficient computational approach as a function of the number of ecotypes

being examined. And, chapter Six points to potential future directions for this

model.

1.2 The Algae Model

The following section describes the algae model as developed by Hurlebaus [12].

The goal of the algae model is to capture the dynamics of the reference algal



populations by describing changes in the internal states of its constituent mem

bers through time. This is achieved by examining the flux of nutrients from an

individual's external environment to its internal environment and the subsequent

flux of these nutrients between components comprising the internal environment.

The resulting model describes the internal state of each individual by a set of

ordinary differential equations, which are coupled by a McKendrick-Von Foerster

[23] equation used to describe the dynamics of the population. (See Hallam [10],

[8] for- examples of previous applications of this method.)

The individual's internal environment is comprised of four "pools" consisting

of a nutrient pool, an energy pool, a storage pool and a structure pool. Fluxes

between these pools occur through anabolic and catabolic activities. Anabolic

processes create storage and structural materials from available nutrients and

energy, thus depleting internal nutrient and energy levels. Catabolic processes,

on the other hand, breakdown storage and structural materials, thus releasing

nutrients and energy and replenishing internal nutrient and energy pools. Using

the internal nutrient or energy pool (INEP) as a reference point, the equation:

INEP = uptake — excretion — anabolism + cataholism generically describes this

process. Figure 1.1 illustrates the processes and the following discussion details

the equations used to model the internal state of an individual algal cell as it

moves through time.
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Figure 1.1: Conceptual diagram of the algae model. Modified from Hurlebaus [12]



1.2.1 Transition-Uptake and Transition—Storage Matrices

The driving equations of the algae model are those describing the uptake of nutri

ents from the external environment and the ultimate fate of those nutrients once

in the interior of the cell. Exterior substances include Carbon dioxide (CO2), Iron

(FE), Ammonium (AM), Nitrate (NI), Orthophosphate (OP), other Phosphates

(OR), and Silicate (SI). These are converted into the interior substances Carbon

(C), Iron .(Fe), Nitrogen (N), Phosphorous (P) and Silicate (SI). These processes

are described by the following equations (see [17] for a similar application and

development of this method):

Transition-Uptake Transition-Storage
(1-1)

Pup,<j>i — TupPup.^e Pst,<t)a — TstPstji^i

where p-ap,<i>i is the flux of internal nutrients and energy (ATP) due to the

uptake of external nutrients and ATP, and it is given by the vector

\Pup,c Pup,FE Pup,N Pup,p Pup,ATP Pup,si] 5 Pvip,<j>e uptake of sub-

stance (f>s given by the vector [pup,co2 Pup,FE Pup,AM Pup,Ni Pup,op Pup,OR Pup,si] j

Pst,i describes the flux between the internal nutrient pools and storage

given by the vector lpst,c Pst,FE pst,N Pst,p pst,ATP Pst,sif, and pst,^,^ is

the anabolism or catabolism of substance (ps to or frorh storage given by the vector

[Pst,Ps Pst,Lp Pst,Pr] • Matrices Tup and Tst are described below.



Tup is called the Transition-Uptake Matrix. It contains the conversion coeffi

cients representing the number of <l>i molecules that can be derived from

the uptake of one (f>e molecule. It is given by the following:

T =-'-up —

IJ'C,CO-i fJ'C.FE IJ'C,AM tiC,NI liC,OP tic,OR tiC,SI

fJ'FE.COi f^FE,FE IJ'FE,AM fiFE,NI tiFE,OP tiFE,OR tiFE,SI

I^N,C02 fJ'N,FE /J'N,AM liN,NI tiN,OP tiN,OR tiN,SI

fJ'P.FE tip,AM fiP,NI fiP.OP tiP,OR tiP,SI

fJ'ATP,C02 fJ'ATP,FE (iATP,AM liATP,NI tiATP,OP tiATP,OR tiATP,SI

fJ'SI,C02 IJ'SI,FE fiSI,AM fiSI,NI liSI,OP tiSI,OR tiSI,SI

(1.2)

Tst is called the Transition-Storage Matrix. It contains the conversion co

efficients representing the number of (j)i molecules needed to make its

respective contribution to the composition of a storage or structure molecule, (f>s.

The matrix is given below.

T.t =

tiC,Ps fiC,Lp tiC,Pr

tiFe,Ps tiFe,Lp tiFe,Pr

tiN,Ps liN,Lp tiN,Pr

tiP,Ps y'P,Lp tiP,Pr

tiATP,Ps tiATP,Lp tiATP,Pr

tiSI,Ps tiSI,Lp tiSI,Pr

(1.3)



Equations describing the uptake of the individual components of the vectors

Pup,(^c Pst,ii>B discussed in the following subsections.

1.2.2 Nutrient Pool Equations (Excluding Carbon (C))

Nutrient pools are replenished through catabolism of storage materials (Section

1.2.5) and the uptake of external substances. Depletion occurs through anabolism

(Section 1.2.5) and excretion. Carbon is considered separately since its uptake

pathway differs from that discussed below.

Nutrient Uptake, Pup,(i>e

Uptake for the external substance 0e is determined by the following equation:

Pup,<t>B —

i
(1.4)

= 0

where a(cm) is the cell wall thickness, ̂ {T) is the transport velocity

of substance (j)^ across the cell wall as a function of temperature, is a

proportionality constant associated with substance 4'e-i is the external

concentration of the substance <f), </>, (fxmols) is the internal nutrient 4>i derived

from the associated external substance cf>ej '^Pr {limols) is the reserve protein or

structural material in the cell, (nd) is a proportionality constant associated

with the internal nutrient 0,-, (^) is the number of processors on the surface



of the cell that can uptake substance and SA{cnn?) is the surface area of the

cell. ,

Transport velocity, is given by the equation:

>^(T) = s(T^)txp(^^{T'< (1.5)

where s{T^) jg a constant, T^{K) is the Arrhenius temperature in

Kelvins, T^{K) is a chosen reference temperature in Kelvins, and T^{K) is the

absolute temperature in Kelvins. (This equation was first proposed by Arrhenius

and is discussed in [4], [16].)

Isomorphism is assumed. Hence, the cell's volume is proportional to the

amount of polysaccharides, lipids and proteins within the cell. The equations

for volume and surface area are thus:

y = (1.6)
Cpa (^Lp ^Pr

=  (1.7)
\ (^Ps ^Lp (^Pr J

where mps, mip and mpr are the amounts of polysaccharides, lipids and proteins,

respectively, in the cell in units of yimols, and ) is the molecular density

of (j)s where (j)s is polysaccharides, lipids or proteins.



Excretion

Excretion of nutrient <f>i is given by the following equation:

Pex,4>i—j<i>i (1-S)
mpr

where is a constant associated with <^i.

Phosphorous experiences an additional loss of three molecules per energy molecule

residing in the internal energy pool.

1.2.3 Carbon Pool Equations

The internal carbon pool is replenished by catabolism and photosynthetic activity,

and is depleted by anabolism and respiration.

Carbon Uptake, Pup,c

Carbon uptake, Pup,c, is assumed to be solely dependent on the photosynthetic

process and the size of the cell. It is given by:

Pup,c = LiI)SA (1.9)

where L(I) is the photosynthetic activity dependent on light availability.

10



Photosynthetic activity, L{I) is described by the following set of equations:

n = Lmax (l - jVi+L„) ̂ 1+^^ (^-^0)
k = -{K, + aK^)

where £Ji(0) is the irradiance just below the surface, Ek is the line where

initial photosynthetic increase intersects the maximum photosynthetic line (see

[12] for details), k is the absorption of light in water. Kg is the light

absorption coefficient due to seawater, Kp is the light absorption coefficient

due to phytoplankton, cr(#) is the total number of phytoplankton, ZQ[m) is depth,

Ni{fj,mols) is the level of internal nitrogen, Pi{{j,mols) is the level of internal phos

phorous, and Lmax{nd), Lp{nd), La{nd) and Lp{nmols) are constants.

Respiration

Respiration depletes internal carbon levels and is as follows:

Pex,C ~ jex,cCi (1.11)

where jex,c{s~^) is the fraction of free carbon molecules respired per second, and

Ciliimols) is the level of internal carbon.
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1.2.4 Energy Pool Equations

Internal energy (ATP) levels are replenished by catabolism, photosynthesis and

respiration. Depletion occurs through anabolism and cell maintenance where

maintenance is given by the following:

M = Mo{mps + rriLp + mpr) (1-12)

where M is the maintenance demand dependent on internal storage and structure,

and Mo is the maintenance cost.

1.2.5 Storage and Structure Fluxes,

The total flux of substance into or out of storage or structure, where (ps is one

of polysaccharides, lipids or proteins, is the difference between the results of the

anabolic and catabolic processes. The flux equations are given below:

Pst,Ps = Tno,psfps{E, Ci) — gps

PstjLp — ̂o,Lp/lp(-S, Ci, /j) — gi,p

Pst,Pr — '^0,PrfPr{,Ei Cj, ̂j, Ni, [jS"/,]) — gpr

where mo,0, is the molecules of type cps fixed during anabolism per unit

time, is the functional response (anabolism) dependent on availability of

internal nutrients (pi needed to comprise one molecule of substance <ps,

12



is the catabolic rate of substance 0s, and (j>i{fj,mols) is available internal nutrients

of ATP, C, P, N or SI where the incorporation of SI is species dependent.

Anabolism

Functional responses, /^,, are given below:

"lar I -gf, KATP,Pa -§■ 1 +7^

fL,{E,Ci,Pi) =
H  >iATP.Lp-§-, Kp,Lp-^

fpr{E,Ci,Pi,Ni,[SIi]) = -
°c. "b "jy.-max I KatP.Pte' '^P,Pr~^< '^N,Pr-Jif- "SljKSI,PT-sTf- ^m,Pr

(1.14)

where c'^.(s) is a proportionality constant associated with 0i, relates

the number of (j>i molecules needed to comprise a molecule of (f>s, and is

a measure for the maximum rate of production of one molecule of 0s-

13



Catabolism

Catabolic equations, are given by the following:

dPs =

9Lp =

«Ps,o(l + E-) mps, Pi and ̂  > 0

«Lp,o(l + ~^) ( , B_•  y tLp.l+«ip.2 m£,p

mps, Pi OT E = 0

fi- ) "rriLp, Pi and ̂  > 0
(1.15)

0

gpr =

KPr,0

'P^Lp, PiOT E = 0

mpr, Pi and E > 0( P Pr 3 \

0  mPr, PiOT E = Q

where is the maximum catabolic rate for substance <^5, K^^,j{nd),j =

1,2 is a constant, and n^^^zigmols) is a constant.

I

1.2.6 Reproduction

Reproduction occurs when the internal protein level passes a minimal threshold

before which reproduction could not occur. The result is an equivalent allocation

of the parents internal resources to each offspring. This is given by:

^hecotypes 2cr(t, THps, TYlLpi 27npr,o)

<T(t, THps^ P^Lp^ P^Pr,o} — 2cr(t, 2nips.j 2?7lprjo)
(1.16)

where mpr,o is the minimal amount of protein needed for cell division and can be

14



different for each ecotype, and a{t,mps,mip,mpr) is the number of cells at time

with internal levels of mps, m^p and mpr .

1.2.7 Population Level Equations

The population equation depends on the levels oi mps, rriLp and mpr determined

by the individual equations, and is given by the following:

a(t + At, mps + pst,Ps^t, rriLp + Pst,Lp^t, mpr + pst,PrAt) = a{t, mps, mtp, mpr)

-D(mps, niLp, mpr)a-{t, mps, rriLp, mpr)At
(1.17)

where D is the death rate and the birth equation is as given above.

/

1.2.8 Sinking and Grazing

Sinking was modelled using the following formulation:

—(7{t,x) (1-18)
z

where x(cm^) is the volume of the cell, and z(m) is the depth of the surface layer.

1.3 The Reference Populations

The algae model has been parameterized for two reference species. The first is

a silicate requiring marine diatom known as Skeletonema costatum. This species

15



is often found co-habitating with non-silicate requiring algal species. To produce

preliminary results concerning the interaction between silicate and non-silicate

requiring species, a theoretical algal species not requiring silicate was created.

This species uses the same parameter set as Skeletonema costatum except that its

;s reproduction threshold, Prmin, is lower,

explored in the analysis section.

maintenance cost. Mo, is higher while i

Dynamics of Skeletonema costatum are

16



Chapter 2

Sensitivity Results for Reference

Species Skeletonema costatum

A key objective of this thesis is to explore the sensitivity of the reference popula

tions to parameter perturbations under various limiting external nutrient condi

tions. Analysis was accomplished by first changing the levels of nutrients pulsed

into the systems so that only one of silicate, phosphate or nitrate, limited the

system in the steady state; hence a "limited system". A nutrient was considered

limiting in the steady state if it was the primary nutrient limiting protein produc

tion. Next, each systems' free parameters were perturbed, and the populations

simulated under these conditions. Parameters were considered sensitive if there

was a resulting change in population numbers in either the transient or steady

state behavior of the population. (Parameters not showing sensitivity are not dis-
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cussed.) All simulations for a particular reference population used the same initial

conditions so that the resulting transient behavior was similar. Additionally, all

populations, independent of species, experienced an 18 hour day, 6 hour night

cycle and constant temperature. Steady states for these populations were deter

mined by finding the maximum and minimum population numbers for the last ten

reproductions taking place in a simulated year, and then comparing these values

with the maximum and minimum values attained in preceeding reproductions.

The point before which the maximum or minimum of two successive reproduc

tions fell beyond the predetermined maximum and minimum values was used as

the beginning of the steady state. The results are presented below.

2.1 Perturbation Results for Skeletonema costatum in a Sili

cate Limited System

Silicate levels were chosen so that inputs were low enough for silicate to be growth

limiting in the steady state, but high enough for the population to persist. Phos

phate and nitrate levels were choosen so that limitations were either short-lived

(for phosphorous), or never occurred (for nitrogen). Table 2.1 shows the results of

the sensitivity analysis. Parameters were perturbed up 25% and 50% and down

25% and 50% from a reference set of parameters. Dots in the table indicate when

the system showed sensitivity to the associated parameter's perturbation under

18



Table 2.1: Perturbation Results

Parameter Definition Up
25%

Up
50%

Dn

25%

Dn

50%

c'c functional response proportionality constant
for carbon wait time

•

Mo cost of maintenance • • •

f^C,Pr number of carbon molecules needed to

construct a protein molecule
• • • •

fJ'P,Pr number of phosphorous molecules needed
to construct protein molecule

• • • •

nop number of phophate processors on the
surface of the cell

•

Pfmin minimum amount of protein needed for
cell division

• • • •

userZ

(/i5i,Pr)
number of silicate molecules needed to

construct a protein molecule

• • • •

these conditions.

2.1.1 Dynamics of the Unperturbed Silicate Limited System

To understand the effects of the perturbations it is important to first understand

the underlying dynamics of the unperturbed silicate limited system. This is ac

complished by breaking the dynamics down into sections naturally delineated by

key events marking transitions in the system.

0—200 Hours

There are several observations in this first interval that set the stage for the pro

gression of events that follow. Initially internal energy levels are high, so that cells

are able to meet maintenance demands and grow. Increases in external phosphate,
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silicate and nitrate levels indicate that internal phosphorous, silicate and nitro

gen levels are sufficient to meet individuals' needs. Carbon is the only limiting

nutrient throughout this period, thus limits polysaccharide, lipid and protein pro

duction. Metabolism is dominated by anabolism even though catabolism occurs

simultaneously.

200-500 Hours

This second interval marks significant changes in internal phosphorous and energy

levels. At approximately 200 hours the first cell divisions occur in which individ

uals in the population can no longer support themselves on internal phosphorous

levels alone. Thus, the population begins to rely heavily on external phosphorous,

and external supplies become virtually depleted during the five reproductions tak

ing place between 200 and 300 hours. The following four reproductions, between

300 and 500 hours, decrease internal energy levels. Recall that each ATP molecule

requires three phosphorous molecules, so that the decrease in internal energy al

leviates pressure for internal phosphorous, consequently alleviating demands on

external phosphorous. This is evidenced by the apparent increase in both internal

and external phosphorous levels following the reduction in internal energy. It is

important to observe that, although there is a significant decline in internal energy

and phosphorous, these pools are not completely depleted since neither of these

nutrients limit storage or structure material production. In fact, carbon remains

20



the sole limiting factor for storage and structure production throughout this entire

interval.

500-800 Hours

Prior to this period, individual's internal energy levels were continuously high

enough to meet maintenance demands. At approximately 500 hours, however,

the first signs of the cells' inability to meet these demands appears. This results

in the periodic cessation of anabolic activity and the subsequent domination of

metabolism by catabolism. Anabolic cessation continues until internal energy

levels return to those sufficient to meet maintenance demands.

During intervals of anabolic inactivity, high catabolic activity results in the

break down of polysaccharides and lipids, hence the return of previously bound

energy, carbon and phosphorous to their respective pools. This results in a marked

increase in internal carbon levels by the end of this interval, although not signif

icant enough to prevent carbon from remaining the primary limiting nutrient in

polysaccharide, lipid and protein production. Finally, as the population continues

to grow, demands on external silicate increase.

Figures

The following four figures show the progression of events from 0 to 800 hours.

Figure 2.1 shows cell numbers, internal silicate levels and external silicate levels.
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Figure 2.2 shows internal energy, internal phosphorous and external phosphorous

levels. Figure 2.3 shows the most limiting nutrient in polysaccharide, lipid and

protein production. And, Figure 2.4 shows internal carbon, and the most anab-

olized and the most catabolized material. Nitrogen is not shown since it does

not play a significant role in determining dynamics for this particular scenario, its

values, however, consistently fiuctuated between l.Oe-6 and 1.9e-6 throughout the

simulation .

Events described by the anabolism and catabolism figures and the figures ap

pearing in 2.3 axe discrete. They are shown continuous for purposes of clarity.

For example, consider the figure describing anabolism. One stands for polysac-

charides, two for lipids and three for proteins. At time zero, anabolism of proteins

(three) dominates this activity, and remains dominant until approximately 500

hours when cells begin to anabolize polysaccharides. From that point on, a dis

crete representation of events would be futile as it would be unclear as to which

event came first. Including lines clarifies this since the slope clearly indicates the

location of the last event. All figures aforementioned, and those to follow, conform

to this convention.

800-1400 Hours

This interval begins the final depletion of the internal phosphorous and energy

pools, and the subsequent transition of the system from a carbon limited system
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to a phosphorous and energy limited system. As individuals remain unable to

continuously meet maintenance demands, polysaccharides and lipids are catabo-

lized, hence internal energy, phosphorous and carbon pools axe replenished. Albeit

there is a positive flux into these pools, cells remain unsupportable by internal

phosphorous and energy levels, but, for the first time, are supportable by internal

carbon. This is evidenced by the fact that energy begins to play a prominant role

in limiting the manufacture of polysaccharides, lipids and proteins, while phos

phorous begins to play a prominant role in limiting lipid production. Previously,

carbon was the primary limiting factor for all three materials.

In the hours prior to the end of this period, external silicate levels slowly de

creased but remained high enough to support cells' demands. By the end of this

interval, however, they have decreased below that which can support the popula

tion. At approximately 1300 hours, silicate becomes limiting for the production of

protein, and by 1400 hours has become the sole limiting factor for the manufacture

of this material.

1400-2400 Hours

The beginning of this interval delineates the final transition from a phosphorous

and energy limited system to a silicate limited system. The decline in exter

nal silicate results in a corresponding decrease in population numbers which fall

to levels supportable by available internal phosphorous. Thus, phosphorous no
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longer limits the production of lipids, and pressures on external supplies are al

leviated. Population decreases have also left individuals with sufficient internal

energy so that by the end of this interval cells axe once again able to continuously

meet maintenance demands, and catabolism ceases to play a dominant role in

metabolism. Finally, carbon and energy alternately limit polysaccharide and lipid

production, and silicate is the sole limiting factor for protein production, hence is

the primary limiting factor for population growth.

Figures

Figures 2.5 through 2.8 depict this sequence of events, showing the hours between

750 and 2400. These figures are a continuation of the previously presented figures

which described events between 0 and 800 hours.

2400-1- Hours

After approximately 2400 hours the system settles into a steady state. In this

state, cells are successfully able to meet maintenance demands, carbon and energy

continue to limit polysaccharide and lipid production, and silicate continues to

limit protein production hence remains the determining factor for reproduction

events.
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2.1.2 Individual Parameter Discussions

In ligiit of the previous discussion, it is clear that perturbations in parameters

that aifect processes involving carbon, phosphorous, energy or silicate could have

an effect on the system in the transient state (ie. carbon, phosphorous and en

ergy), the steady state (ie. silicate), or both. Parameters affecting the system are

discussed in turn.

Parameter

c!q is the proportionality constant for the functional response wait time given

by the equation: where C is the number of carbon molecules required to

construct one protein, polysaccharide or lipid molecule. Increasing c'q increases

the production wait time for one of these molecules, while decreasing c!q decreases

the production wait time. Since this system is carbon limited for the production of

polysaccharides, lipids and proteins in the transient state, increasing the wait time

should have very little or no effect on population numbers. Similarly, decreasing

the wait time should affect the transient state since carbon would be available at

an increased rate. Perturbations fell in line with these expectations.

Increasing the wait time by 25% and 50% had no effect on the system (not

shown). Decreasing the wait time by 25% had very little effect, shifting the sys

tem slightly to the left (not shown). Decreasing the wait time by 50%, however,

radically changed the transient behavior of the system. Under these conditions,
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significantly less carbon was required for storage and structure material produc

tion, thus enabling the population to grow larger, faster. Higher cell numbers re

sulted in an increased rate of depletion of external and internal phosphorous and

internal energy. The perturbed system thus by-passed the phosphorous-energy

limited transitional phase observed in the reference system and moved straight

into a silicate limited state, achieving steady state at approximately 1200 hours.

(Table 2.2 gives lengths of transients and maximum and minimum cell numbers

found-in the steady state. Figure 2.9 shows the effects.)

Parameter Mo

Mq is the maintenance cost per nmol of structure or storage material in ATP

molecules per volume, and is given by the following equation: M = Mo{mpr +

mLp+mps). Increasing Mq implies increasing maintenance demands (ATP costs),

while decreasing Mq implies decreasing maintenance demands (ATP costs). It

would, thus, be expected that increasing Mq would decrease population growth

Table 2.2: Perturbation information for parameter c/q for silicate limited system.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Max Trans

Height
Max Cell

Numbers

Min Cell

Numbers

Max

Diff

Reference 2400 2.338915e+05 7.706537e+04 3.855511e-t-04 -

25% increase - - - - -

50% increase - - - - -

25% decrease - - - - -

50% decrease 1200 4.897680e+05 7.73208 le-l-04 3.851027e-|-04 350
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due to increased pressure on internal energy levels, and vice versa for decreasing

Mo- The opposite holds true, however.

Increasing Mq by 25% did not have an apparent effect on the system, but

increasing Mq by 50% did. Recall that when individuals cannot meet mainte

nance demands, anabolic activity temporarily ceases and catabolism dominates

metabolism. Increasing maintenance costs resulted in early initiation of catabolic

activity. This led to the replenishment of internal carbon pools, hence prompt

ing population growth. Growth was short-lived, however, as external and inter

nal phosphorous and internal energy could not meet population demands. The

system, thus, by-passed the phosphorous-energy limited transitional phase, and

moved into the silicate limited phase, achieving steady state at approximately

2000 hours.

Decreasing maintenance costs by 25% prolonged the initiation of catabolic

activity, hence the replenishment of internal carbon pools. This prevented cell

numbers from increasing above those supportable by phosphorous and energy.

Thus, the system remained in the phosphorous-energy limited transitional phase

for a longer period, not becoming silicate limited until approximately 2400 hours.

Final steady state did not begin until approximately 3200 hours, however.

Decreasing maintenance costs by 50% enabled the system to continuously meet

its maintenance demands. Population numbers, thus, remained carbon limited

for the duration of the simulation, increasing slowly so that steady state was not
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attained until approximately 4000 hours.

Table 2.3 gives lengths of transients and maximum and minimum cell numbers

found in the steady state. Figure 2.10 shows the effects.

Parameter fic,Pr

tJ'C,Pr is the number of carbon molecules needed to comprise a protein molecule.

Since internal protein is the sole factor for determining reproductive events, in

creasing or decreasing the rate of protein production results in a corresponding

decrease or increase in population numbers. Since carbon limits the production

of protein in the transient state, increasing or decreasing this parameter changes

the rate of protein production, hence the growth of the population. 25% and 50%

increases in iJ.c,Pr lengthened the time the system experienced carbon limitation

and cell numbers did not attain heights observed in the reference system. Sim

ilarly, 25% and 50% decreases in nc,Pr shortened the length of time the system

was carbon, phosphorous and energy limited. Since more carbon was available for

Table 2.3: Perturbation information for parameter Mo in a silicate limited system.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of Max Trans Max Cell Min Cell Max

Transient Height Numbers Numbers Diff

Reference 2400 2.338915e+05 7.706537e+04 3.85551 le-f-04 -

25% increase - - - - -

50% increase 2000 2.997555e-|-05 7.742632e+04 3.848017e-)-04 436

25% decrease 3200 1.744088e-l-05 7.717053e-|-04 3.860772e+04 53

50% decrease 4000 3.814512e-|-04 3.746055e-h04 1.867213e+04 NA
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protein production, cells were able to meet reproductive needs faster and popn

ulation numbers exceeded those originally observed. This created an increased

demand on external phosphorous, resulting in shortages of phosphorous and en

ergy within individuals. The system, thus, by-passed the phosphorous-energy

limiting phase, achieving steady state earlier. (Figure 2.11)

Steady states for increases of 25% and 50% were attained at 2800 and 8000

hours, respectively. Steady states for decreases of 25% and 50% were attained at

2400 and 1600 hours, respectively. (Table 2.4)

Parameter /ip,Pr

/^p,Pr is the number of phosphorous molecules needed to comprise a protein molecule.

The effect of increasing or decreasing this parameter is similar to that described

for fJic,Pr, except that the effects do not appear until phosphorous becomes lim

iting for the production of lipids, hence protein. (How this works is explained in

detail in the phosphorous limited section.) Thus, increases resulted in decreasing

Table 2.4: Perturbation information for parameter nc,Pr in ̂  silicate limited system.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Max Trans

Height
Maoc Cell

Numbers

Min Cell

Numbers

Max

DifF

Reference 2400 2.338915e+05 7.706537e-}-04 3.855511e4-04 -

25% increase 2800 1.800998e-l-05 7.772816e-l-04 3.818189e-[-04 1036

50% increase 8000 9.705275e+04 8.380787e+04 3.763601e-l-04 7662

25% decrease 2400 2.804012e+05 7.721544e-f-04 3.843542e4-04 297

50% decrease 1600 4.188350e-|-05 7.766741e-l-04 3.851027e-|-04 647
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population numbers and extending the phosphorous-energy limited phase of the

system. Similarly, decreases resulted in increased nurnbers with a corresponding

decrease in external and internal phosphorous, thus shortening the phosphorous-

energy limited phase of the system. Steady states for increases of 25% and 50%

were attained after 2400 and 3000 hours, respectively, while decreases of 25% and

50% were achieved after 1800 hours for both. (Table 2.5 and Figure 2.12)

Parameter nop

nop is the number of phosphate processors on the surface of the cell. It directly

multiplies the nutrient uptake equation so that increasing the number of proces

sors in effect increases phosphorous availability, while decreasing nop decreases

phosphorous availability. It would thus be expected that corresponding shifts of

the population to the left or right with increases or decreases in nop, respectively,

would result. This was not the case, however. Only decreases of 50% affected sys-

Table 2.5: Perturbation information for parameter np^pr in a silicate limited system.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Meix Trans

Height
Mzix Cell

Numbers

Min Cell

Numbers

Max

DifF

Reference 2400 2.338915e+05 7.706537e4-04 3.85551164-04 -

25% increase 2400 1.9358406-1-05 7.762224e4-04 3.85852664-04 527

50% increase 3000 1.51549364-05 7.75770964-04 3.86077264-04 459

25% decrease 1800 2.90848764-05 7.70653764-04 3.85551 le-b04 0

50% decrease 1800 3.669220e4-05 7.7020546-1-04 3.853268e4-04 22
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tern behavior. This was due to sufficient phosphorous avialability in the external

environment when individuals became limited for phosphorous. The additional

processors, thus had no effect. Decreasing nop by 50%, however, extended the

period of time for which individuals were phosphrous limited since they could not

replinish internal levels as quickly. Figure 2.13 shows decreases of 50% in nop-

Steady s^te was attained at 2400 hours. (Table 2.6)

Parameter Pr^in

Prmin is the minimum amount of protein required for reproduction to take place.

Increasing Prmin results in decreased population numbers since individuals must

accumulate higher levels of protein to divide. Conversely, decreasing Prmin in

creases population numbers since lower levels of protein are sufficient for division.

Perturbations in Prmin support this, and result in changes in both the transient

and steady states. (Table 2.7 and Figure 2.14)

Parameter userS

userS (^si,Pr) is the number of silicate molecules required to construct one protein

molecule. Perturbing this parameter has effects similar to those resulting from

perturbations of juc,Pr and fJ,p,pr, except that the resulting influence is not visible

until silicate begins to limit the production of protein. In the reference system

this occurred at approximately 1400 hours. In the perturbed systems, however.
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Table 2.6: Perturbation information for parameter nop in a silicate limited system.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Max Trans

Height
Max Cell

Numbers

Min Cell

Numbers

Max

DifF

Reference 2400 2.338915e+05 7.706537e+04 3.85551 le+04 -

25% increase - - - - -

50% increase - - - - -

25% decrease - - - - -

50% decrease 2400 2.411943e+05 7.706537e+04 3.855511e+04 0

Table 2.7: Perturbation information for parameter Prmin in a silicate limited system.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Max Trans

Height
Max Cell

Numbers

Min CeU

Numbers

Max

Diff

Reference 2400 2.338915e+05 7.706537e+04 3.855511e+04 -

25% increase 2000 1.779062e+05 6.152896e+04 3.078238e+04 NA

50% increase 2400 1.475336e+05 5.146341e+04 2.574668e+04 NA

25% decrease 2000 2.944938e+05 1.031873e+05 5.129340e+04 NA

50% decrease 2200 4.229289e+05 1.544309e+05 7.691558e+04 NA
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silicate became limited earlier or later depending on the perturbation. Increasing

userZ caused silicate limitations to occur earlier hence either shortened (25%) or

eliminated (50%) the phosphorous-energy limiting phase. Decreasing userS, on

the other hand, caused silicate limitations to occur later in the simulation, and,

hence, lengthened the phosphorous-energy limited phase. All scenarios perturbed

the system to new attractors. (Figure 2.15)

Steady states for 25% and 50% decreases were attained at 2000 and 1600 hours,

respectively; and steady states for 25% and 50% increases were attained at 3000

and 5800 hours, respectively. (Table 2.8 and Figure 2.15)

2.2 Perturbation Results for Skeletonema costatum in a Phos

phorous Limited System

Phosphorous inputs were chosen so that phosphorous limited population numbers

in the steady state, while nitrate and silicate inputs were chosen so that neither

Table 2.8: Perturbation information for parameter userZ in a silicate limited system.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Max Trans

Height
Max Cell

Numbers

Min Cell

Numbers

Max

DifF

Reference 2400 2.338915e+05 7.706537e+04 3.855511e+04 -

25% increase 2000 2.338915e+05 6.156477e+04 3.080646e+04 NA

50% increase 1600 2.355816e+05 5.163400e+04 2.564670e+04 NA

25% decrease 3000 2.338915e+05 1.029268e+05 5.139328e+04 NA

50% decrease 5800 2.338915e+05 1.547316e+05 7.696035e+04 NA
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of these limited cell numbers in the steady state. Perturbation results for increases

of 25% and 50% and decreases of 25% and 50% are shown in Table 2.9. Dots in

the table indicate population sensitivity to the associated parameters.

2.2.1 Dynamics of the Unperturbed Phosphorous Limited System

Much of the transient dynamics of the unperturbed phosphorous system follow

those discussed previously for the silicate limited system. This is a direct result of

the previously stated fact that these populations share the same initial conditions.

Since this is the case, only the differences between these two systems are discussed.

0-800 Hours

The interval between 0 and 800 hours exhibited the same behavior observed in the

silicate limited system; moving from a carbon limited system to a phosphorous-

energy limited system. Because phosphorous inputs were reduced, phosphorous

limitations occurred earlier in the system, at approximately 600 hours. In all other

situations, the analysis is the same.

800-2400 Hours

Under these conditions, phosphorous does not fully limit population growth until

approximately 800 hours. This is not directly evident in the system. Recall that

limiting the system implies hindering the production of protein. Phosphorous
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Table 2.9: Perturbation Results for Skeletonema costatum in a Phosphorous Limited
System

Parameter Definition Up
25%

Up
50%

Dn

25%

Dn

50%

functional response proportionality constant
for carbon wait time

•

COP uptake wait time proportionality constant
for phosphorous

• • •

Mo cost of maintenance • • •

IJ-CyPr number of carbon molecules needed to

construct a Protein molecule

• • • •

fiP,Pr number of phosphorous molecules needed
to construct Protein molecule

• • • •

nop - number of uptake processors on the cell
suface

• •

P'Cmin minimum amount of protein needed for
cell division

• • • •

does not directly affect protein production, because its associated «p,pr multiplier

is zero. Clearly, examining the most limiting nutrient for protein would not show

phosphorous as the culprit, but does show both energy and carbon as limiting.

This is due to negative feedback as a result of phosphorous limitations. Three

phosphorous molecules are required for each energy molecule, and energy is re

quired for maintenance. When phosphorous is limited, energy becomes limited,

subsequently cells are unable to meet maintenance demands. A release of carbon

from storage to internal pools increases carbon availability. Cells are thus able

to grow. But, because they are phosphorous limited, they again cannot meet

maintenance demands, and the cycle continues. This interaction with carbon is a

direct result of fact that carbon initially limits protein production. The scenario
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would be the same with any of the other nutrients if they also initially limited the

system.

Note that this process is similar to the one previously described in the silicate

limited situations but occurs for a different reason. In the silicate limited situation,

excessive phosphorous was available in the environment causing a growth spurt.

This spurt resulted in the depletion of energy at which point catabolism became

dominant in metabolic activity, and bound carbon was released. The cycle ceased

when silicate became the dominant limiting factor for protein production. In this

case, however, the cycle never stops. And, although there is an initial growth

spurt due to excessive external phosphorous, long-term inputs eventually limit

production. The most limiting nutrients for the production of polysaccharides,

lipids and proteins are shown in Figure 2.16.

2.2.2 Individual Parameter Discussions

Many of the parameters having affects on the population under the phosphorous

limiting conditions are the same as those listed for the population under silicate

limiting conditions. Again, this is a direct result of the fact that these systems

were simulated under the same initial conditions. Thus, many of the affects of the

perturbations observed in the transient behavior of the silicate limited system are

also expressed in this system. Since the resulting influence of these parameters is

the same in both systems, they are not fully discussed, although the transient
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results axe tabulated and graphically shown. Full discussion of parameters not

appearing in the silicate limited set axe discussed below.

Parameter dg

The resulting effect of perturbing under phosphorous limiting conditions is the

same as that discussed in the silicate limited situation. It took this system slightly

longer to reach steady state than in the silicate limited case, attaining it at 1400

hours. The slight increase in time is due to the phosphorous limited conditions.

(Table 2.10 gives lengths of transients and maximum and minimum cell numbers

found in the steady state. Figure 2.17 shows the effects.)

Parameter cop

cqp is the wait time proportionality constant for the uptake of phosphate. It is

included in the nutrient uptake equation and its equation is given by: where

4>oP is the external concentration of phosphate. Recall from the analysis of the

Table 2.10: Perturbation information for parameter in a phosphorous limited system.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Max Trans

Height
Msix Cell

Numbers

Min Cell

Numbers

Max

DifF

Reference 1600 1.158811e+05 6.076739e+04 3.024810e+04 -

25% increase -
-

- - -

50% increase - - - - -

25% decrease - - - - -

50% decrease 1400 4.758639e+05 6.200963e+04 3.060325e+04 887
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silicate limited system that at approximately 200 hours, internal levels of phos

phorous are no longer sufficient to meet cell demands and the population almost

immediately depletes external phosphate levels. Observe also, that under the

same population pressures in the other two cases, cqp does not have an apparent

affect on the population when perturbed. This is due to the fact that the cu

mulative levels of phosphorous over the preceeding 200 hours are much higher in

those systems than in this one. Thus, even though there is an immediate decrease

in external phosphates, the external levels do not fall below the level for which

changes in the wait time are affected. In this case, however, they do, so that

increasing or decreasing cqp causes a shift to the right or left in the transient

behavior, respectively. The effect of perturbing cqp is not evident in the steady

states. During this phase, external levels are so low that external concentrations

dominate this part of the uptake equation.

Steady states for all perturbations occurred at approximately 1600 hours. (Ta

ble 2.11 and Figure 2.18)

Parameter Mo

The resulting effect of perturbing Mq under phosphorous limiting conditions is

the same as that discussed in the silicate limited situation. For increases in 25%

the system again did not respond. For increases in 50% steady state was achieved

at approximately 1600 hours, as compared to 2000 hours in the silicate limited
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Table 2.11: Perturbation information for parameter cqp in a phosphorous limited sys
tem.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of Max Trans Max Cell Min CeU Max

Transient Height Numbers Numbers Diff

Reference 1600 1.158811e+05 6.076739e+04 3.024810e-|-04 -

25% increase 1600 1.070573e+05 6.068458e+04 3.024810e-|-04 83

50% increase 1600 1.221085e-|-05 6.068458e-|-04 3.024810e-h04 83

25% decrease - - - - -

50% decrease 1600 1.045660e+05 6.068458e-|-04 3.024810e-t-04 83
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system. The eaxlier attainment of steady state in this case was due to the re

duction in phosphate availability, thus the population by-passed the short-lived

phosphorous-energy limiting period observed in the silicate limited system. De

creases of 25% resulted in earlier attainment of steady state as well, achieving

it at approximately 2200 hours, as compared to the 3200 hours observed in the

silicate limited system. Again, high phosphorous availability in the silicate limited

state prolonged the phosphorous-energy limited period, while in this case, lower

phosphorous availability shortened it. Finally, decreasing Mo by 50% resulted in

the achievement of steady state at approximately 4000 hours, the same time as

that observed in the silicate limited state. This is to be expected in all cases,

however, since the dynamics of the system under these conditions are dictated by

limitations in carbon. (Table 2.12 and Figure 2.19)

Table 2.12: Perturbation information for parameter Mq in a phosphorous limited sys
tem.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Max Trans

Height
Max Cell

Numbers

Min Cell

Numbers

Max

Diff

Reference 1600 1.158811e-|-05 6.076739e-l-04 3.024810e-h04 -

25% increase - - - -

50% increase 1600 1.781490e-l-05 6.156477e-|-04 3.068683e-|-04 359

25% decrease 2200 6.366274e+04 5.789313e-|-04 2.892973e-f04 2896

50% decrease 4000 1.495779e+04 1.235306e-f-04 6.172938e-t-03 NA
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Parameter Hc,Pr

The resulting effect of perturbing Hc,Pt under phosphorous limiting conditions is

the same as that described in the silicate limited situation for increases of 25%

and decreases of both 25% and 50%. It is not the same for increases of 50%,

however, because of the role carbon plays in this system. Recall that phosphorous

limitations result in energy limitations, which results in catabolism. This releases

carbon and the cells grow. They again become phosphorous limited, and the

cycle continues. Under these conditions, carbon plays a dominant role in limiting

protein production. Increasing the number of carbon molecules to produce a

protein molecule inhibits reproduction thus population numbers. This is evident

in increases of both 25% and 50%. In both cases, population numbers grow slowly.

In the 25% increase case, the population eventually reaches the levels exhibited in

the reference system. In the 50% increase case, however, the population remains

carbon limited, attaining maximum heights below that observed in the reference

system. (Table 2.13 and Figure 2.20) Steady states for increases of 25% and

50% were 3200 and 1200, respectively. Steady states for decreases of 25% and

50% were 1200 and 2200, respectively. These differed from that reported for the

silicate limited system because of the role phosphorous plays in both.
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Table 2.13: Perturbation information for parameter nc,Pr in a phosphorous limited
system.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Max Trans

Height
Max Cell

Numbers

Min Cell

Numbers

Max

Diff

Reference 1600 1.158811e+05 6.076739e+04 3.024810e+04 -

25% increase 3200 6.954299e+04 5.915723e+04 2.956141e+04 923

50% increase 1200 3.555141e+04 3.367150e+04 1.682596e+04 NA

25% decrease 1200 1.666465e+05 6.156477e+04 3.052601e+04 520

50% decrease 2200 2.471339e+05 6.200963e+04 3.090857e+04 582
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Parameter //p,pr

The resulting effect of perturbing /ip,pr is the sanae as that described in the silicate

limited situation. The resulting behavior is different, however, since phosphorous

limits this system. Observe that phosphorous can be limiting in both the internal

and external environments but that it is not until phosphorous begins to affect the

production of protein that perturbations in this parameter manifest themselves

in the population. Hence, perturbations in either direction show small changes

in the transient but all perturb the system to new steady state levels, evidenced

by maximum and minimum figures presented in Table 2.14 and seen in Figure

2.21. Steady states are attained at 2200 and 2000 for increases in 25% and 50%,

respectively, and 1400 and 4500 for decreases in 25% and 50%, respectively.

Table 2.14: Perturbation information for parameter np,pr in a phosphorous limited
system.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Max Trans

Height
Max Cell

Numbers

Min Cell

Numbers

Max

Diff

Reference 1600 1.158811e+05 6.076739e+04 3.024810e+04 -

25% increase 2200 9.054243e+04 4.976930e+04 2.477360e+04 NA

50% increase 2000 8.797199e+04 4.157079e+04 2.080166e+04 NA

25% decrease 1400 1.265845e+05 8.298000e+04 4.130484e+04 NA

50% decrease 4500 1.741046e+05 9.262373e+04 4.634809e+04 NA
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Parameter nop

The resulting effect of perturbing uqp in this system is the expected result de

scribed in the silicate limited case. Perturbations of 25% either up or down were

insufficient to make a difference in the dynamics of the system, but perturbations

of 50% both up and down were. Increasing uqp by 50% exhibited affects on this

population and not on the silicate population because the accumulated phospho

rous in this system over the prior 200 hours was less in this system than in the

silicate limited system due to the decreased level of inputs. Decreasing nop by

50% had the same affect as in the silicate limited case. Steady states were attained

at 1400 hours for increases of 50% and 2000 hours for decreases of 50%. (Table

2.15 and Figure 2.22)

Parameter Prmin

The resulting effect of perturbing Prmin is the same as that discussed in the silicate

limited situations. Although this is true, the transient and steady state behavior

of the systems cannot be compared since these dynamics are intimately tied with

the limiting nutrient. Steady states are listed in Table 2.16 and illustrated in

Figure 2.23.
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Table 2.15: Perturbation information for parameter nop in a phosphorous limited sys
tem.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Max Trans

Height
Max Cell

Numbers

Min Cell

Numbers

Max

Diff

Reference 1600 1.158811e+05 6.076739e-l-04 3.024810e+04 -

25% increase - - - - -

50% increase 1400 1.038159e-|-05 6.068458e-h04 3.024810e+04 83

25% decrease - - - - -

50% decrease 2000 1.268310e-f-05 6.068458e+04 3.024810e-t-04 83

Table 2.16: Perturbation information for parameter Pr^
system.

in a phosphorous limited

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Max Trans

Height
Max Cell

Numbers

Min Cell

Numbers

Max

Diff

Reference 1600 1.158811e+05 6.076739e-|-04 3.024810e-|-04 -

25% increase 1600 9.006791e+04 4.967257e-t-04 2.477360e-|-04 NA

50% increase 1800 7.415545e-h04 4.157079e4-04 2.073293e-|-04 NA

25% decrease 1800 1.448596e-t-05 8.314159e+04 4.146587e4-04 NA

50% decrease 1600 2.031950e4-05 1.213692e-(-05 6.049621e+04 NA
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2.3 Perturbation Results for Skeletonema costatum in a Ni

trogen Limited System

Nitrogen inputs were chosen so that nitrogen limited population numbers in the

steady state, while phosphate and silicate inputs were chosen so that neither of

these limited cell numbers in the steady state. Perturbation results for increases

of 25% and 50% and decreases of 25% and 50% are shown in Table 2.17. Dots in

the table indicate population sensitivity to the associated parameters.

2.3.1 Dynamics of the Unperturbed Nitrogen Limited System

0—800 Hours

Like the phosphorous system, the behavior of this system for the first 800 hours

is the same as that for the silicate limited system, so it is not discussed here.

800-2400 Hours

At approximately 800 hours, the population experiences a growth spurt that not

only depletes internal phosphorous and energy, but also depletes both external

and internal nitrogen levels. The population, thus, by-passes the phosphorous-

energy limiting phase, immediately becoming nitrogen limited. Figure 2.24 shows

the most limiting factors for polysaccharide, lipid and protein production, where

only the hours of 750-1000 are shown for protein. The system becomes limited
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Table 2.17: Perturbation Results for Skeletonema costatum in a Nitrogen Limited Sys
tem

Parameter Definition Up
25%

Up
50%

Dn

25%

Dn

50%

functional response proportionality constant
for carbon wait time

•

Mo cost of maintenance • • •

MC.Pr number of carbon molecules needed to

construct a Protein molecule

• • • •

fJ'N,Pr number of nitrogen molecules needed to
construct a Protein molecule

• • • •

nop number of uptake processors on the cell
suface

•

P'^min minimum amount of protein needed for
cell division

• • • •
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for nitrogen at approximately 850 hours and remains there for the duration of the

simulation, hence is the primary limiting factor for population growth.

2.3.2 Individual Parameter Discussions

Many of the parameters having effects on the population under the nitrogen lim

iting conditions are the same as those listed for the population under both the

silicate and phosphate limiting conditions. Thus, many of the effects of the per

turbations observed in the transient behavior of the silicate limited system are

also expressed in this system. Since the resulting influence of these parameters

is the same in both systems, they are not fully discussed, although the transient

results are tabulated and graphically shown. Full discussion of parameters not

appearing in the silicate limited set are discussed below.

Parameter

The resulting effect of perturbing under nitrogen limiting conditions is the

same as that discussed in both the phosphate and silicate limited situations. This

system attains steady state at approximately 1400 hours. (Table 2.18 and Figure

2.25)
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Table 2.18: Perturbation information for parameter in a nitrogen limited system.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Max Trans

Height
Max Cell

Numbers

Min Cell

Numbers

Max

Diff

Reference 1800 2.006800e+05 4.021038e+04 1.878143e+04 -

25% increase - - - -

50% increase - - - - -

25% decrease - - - - -

50% decrease 1400 2.531453e+04 4.054809e+04 1.884368e+04 276
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Parameter Mo

The resulting effect of perturbing Mo under nitrogen limiting conditions is the

same as that discussed in the silicate and phosphate limited situations. For in

creases in 25% the system did not respond. For increases in 50% steady state

was achieved at approximately 1400 hours, as compared to 2000 hours for the

silicate limited system and 1600 hours for the phosphate limited system. The

earlier attainment of steady state in this case was due to the fact that this system

by-passes the phosphorous-energy limiting periods observed in both the other

systems. Decreases of 25% resulted in later attainment of steady state, achiev

ing it at approximately 5600 hours, as compared to the 3200 hours observed in

the silicate limited system and 2200 hours observed in the phosphate limited sys

tem. Finally, decreasing Mo by 50% resulted in the achievement of steady state

at approximately 4000 hours, the same time as that observed in both the silicate

limited and phosphate limited states. This is to be expected since the dynamics of

the system under these conditions is dictated by limitations in carbon. Observe

that in this case the population settles to a steady state at approximately the

same levels as that of the reference system. It appears that the system is nitrogen

limited. In fact both the reference nitrogen limited system and the carbon limited

system (resulting from the 50% decrease in Mo) share the same steady state but

for different reasons. (Table 2.19 and Figure 2.26)
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Table 2.19: Perturbation information for parameter Mo in a nitrogen limited system.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Max Trans

Height
Max Cell

Numbers

Min Cell

Numbers

Max

Diff

Reference 1800 2.006800e+05 4.021038e+04 1.878143e+04 -

25% increase - - - - -

50% increase 1400 2.824274e+05 4.060342e+04 1.886562e+04 309

25% decrease 5600 1.441843e+05 4.044575e+04 1.977923e+04 763

50% decrease 4000 3.814512e+04 3.746055e+04 1.867213e+04 NA
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Parameter fic,Pr

The resulting effect of perturbing nc,Pr under nitrogen limiting conditions is the

same as that discussed for the silicate limited conditions. Steady states are at

tained at 1800 and 2800 hours for increases of 25% and 50%, and 6500 and 7000

hours for decreases of 25% and 50%. These differ from those observed in the

silicate limited system due to the fact that this system does not experience the

phosphorous-energy limiting state observed in the silicate limited system. Thus,

decreases in Hc,Pr allow the system to achieve steady state earlier, while increases

in prolong carbon limitations and cause the system to attain steady state

later. (Table 2.20 and Figure 2.27)

Parameter //jv,Pr

A'iv.Pr is the number of nitrogen molecules needed to construct one protein molecule.

Increasing ̂ jv,Pr decreases nitrogen availability for the construction of protein,

thus hinders population growth. Decreasing /ijv,Pr increases nitrogen availability

Table 2.20: Perturbation information for parameter nc,Pr in a nitrogen limited system.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Max Trans

Height
Max Cell

Numbers

Min Cell

Numbers

Meoc

Diff

Reference 1800 2.006800e+05 4.021038e-|-04 1.878143e-l-04 -

25% increase 1800 1.441843e+05 4.039063e+04 1.881800e+04 144

50% increase 2800 9.171215e+04 4.046928e-t-04 1.880706e+04 233

25% decrease 6500 2.804012e+05 4.054809e+04 1.881800e+04 301

50% decrease 7000 2.753190e+05 4.028868e-f04 1.880706e4-04 53
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for protein production hence promotes population growth. Observe that per

turbations do not manifest themselves in the dynamics until nitrogen limits the

production of protein, around 800 hours. (Figure 2.28) Transients are thus unaf

fected, while steady states are perturbed to new levels. Steady states for increases

of 25% and 50% are attained at approximately 1800 and 1600 hours, respectively,

and steady states for decreases of 25% and 50% are attained at approximately 2000

and 2400 hours, respectively. Upper and lower bounds for population numbers

reached in the steady state are given in Table 2.21.

Parameter nop

The resulting effect of perturbing nop was the same as that for the silicate limted

case. Steady state was attained at approximately 1800 hours. (Table 2.22 and

Figure 2.29)

Parameter Prmin

The resulting effect of perturbing Prmin is the same as that discussed in the silicate

limited situations. Although this is true, the transient and steady state behavior

of the systems cannot be compared since these dynamics are intimately tied with

the limiting nutrient. Steady states are listed in Table 2.23 and shown in Figure

2.30.
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Table 2.21: Perturbation information for parameter /xjv,Pr in a nitrogen limited system.

Transient . Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Max Trans

Height
Max Cell

Numbers

Min Cell

Numbers

Max

Diff

Reference 1800 2.006800e+05 4.021038e+04 1.878143e+04 -

25% increase 1600 1.672961e+05 3.082439e+04 1.526300e+04 NA

50% increase 1800 1.672961e+05 2.574668e+04 1.255664e+04 NA

25% decrease 2000 2.338915e+05 5.022655e+04 2.508407e+04 NA

50% decrease 2400 2.338915e+05 7.531582e+04 3.768737e+04 NA

Table 2.22: Perturbation information for parameter nop in a nitrogen limited system.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Max Trans

Height
Max Cell

Numbers

Min Cell

Numbers

Max

Diff

Reference 1800 2.006800e+05 4.021038e+04 1.878143e+04 -

25% increase - - - - -

50% increase - - - - -

25% decrease - - - - -

50% decrease 1800 2.411943e+05 4.054809e+04 1.884368e+04 275

Table 2.23: Perturbation information for parameter Prmin in a nitrogen limited system.

Transient Steady State

Perturbation Length of
Transient

Max Trans

Height
Max Cell

Numbers

Min Cell

Numbers

Meix

Diff

Reference 1800 2.006800e+05 4.021038e+04 1.878143e+04 -

25% increase 6200 1.676219e+05 3.104713e+04 1.514166e+04 NA

50% increase 1600 1.441004e+05 2.605419e+04 1.258109e+04 NA

25% decrease 2000 2.508643e+05 5.159364e+04 2.531453e+04 NA

50% decrease 1600 4.130872e+05 8.051439e+04 3.763601e+04 NA
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2.4 Discussion

It is clear from the foregoing discussions that the behavior of the system is rather

complex and depends on the growth limiting nutrient. It is also clear from the

foregoing discussions that there are three groups of parameters exhibiting sen

sitivity. These include those that are sensitive during the transient state, those

that are sensitive during the steady state, and those that exhibit sensitivity during

both the transient state and the steady state. Of course, classification of these

parameters depends on the system under investigation since the conditions from

system to system change.

Parameters exhibiting sensitivity during the transient state include for all

three scenarios, Hc,Pr for the silicate and nitrogen limited cases, ̂ xp,p^ for the

silicate limted case, and nop for the nitrogen limited case. Parameters exhibiting

sensitivity during the steady state include iisi^r for the silicate limited case, cqp,

y-c,Pri y-p,Pr and uqp for the phosphorous limited case, and piN,Pr for the nitrogen

limted case. And, parameters exhibiting sensitivity during both the transient

state and steady state Mq and Pr^in. Table 2.24 shows these classifications.

Fifty-eight parameters were perturbed for this analysis. For the silicate and

phosphorous limited systems, 12.07% of the perturbed parameters showed sensi

tivity in the transient state, the steady state or both, and in the nitrogen limited

system, 10.34% of the perturbed parameters showed sensitivity.
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Table 2.24: Parameter classifications. TS = exhibits sensitivity during transient states,
SS = exhibits sensitivity during steady states, BTH = exhibits sensitivity during both
the transient and steady states, - = parameter does not exhibit changes in this system.

Silicate Limited Phosphorous Limited Nitrogen Limited
Parameter System System System

TS TS TS

COP - SS -

Mo BTH BTH BTH

i^C,Pr TS SS TS

P-N,Pr - - SS

fJ'P,Pr TS SS -

userZ{nsi,Pr) SS - -

nop TS SS TS

Pfmin BTH BTH BTH

In all three cases, parameters consistently showing sensitivity during the steady

states were those associated with the construction of protein and the most limiting

nutrient for that system, thus indicating that the most limiting nutrient plays an

important role in determining the steady state level of the population. Since

these parameters affect reproduction and population growth and since population

growth was used to determine parameter sensitivity, it is expected that these

parameters will exhibit sensitivity in the steady state under differering initial

conditions.

Parameters sensitive during the transient states, c'q and nop (for the silicate

and nitrogen limited systems), showed sensitivity because the initial conditions

are such that carbon and phosphorous limit population growth at various points

during the transient state. Thus, it is not expected that these parameters will
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show sensitivity given another set of initial conditions.

Finally, parameters exhibiting sensitivity in both the transient and steady

states include the maintenance parameter, Mo, and the reproduction parameter,

Prmin- Mq is categorized here because it exhibits changes in both the transient

and steady state behaviors for some or all of its peturbations. Prmin is classified

here because it exhibits changes in both the transient and steady state behavior

for all of its perturbations in all systems. It is expected that since both these

pajameters affect reproduction and population growth, that they will be sensitive

given any set of initial conditions and under any set of limiting conditions.
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Chapter 3

Temperature Effects on the

Marine Diatom Skeletonema

costatum

A second objective of this thesis is to examine the effects of various temperature

scenarios on the reference algae model to determine the validity of the model's

assumptions concerning temperature effects on Skeletonema costatum.

3.1 Temperature and Skeletonema costatum

It is well known that temperature is a determining factor in the distribution of

species. Some species survive in a narrow temperature range, unable to withstand
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long periods of exposure beyond this range, while other species survive in a wide

range of temperatures being able to tolerate, and in some cases adapt to, temper

atures beyond their usual interval. Skeletonema costatum is of this second type.

It is a cosmopolitan species, enjoying distributions in both tropical and temperate

waters. Duration of appearance and level of abundance differ from location to lo

cation, however. For example, Skeletonema costatum will occur year-round in the

eastern Gulf of Mexico [2], while peaking in appearance and abundance in August

in Northern Atlantic waters [24]. Thus, it is expected that if the model accurately

reflects the role of temperature on the physiological and chemical processes of

the cell, levels of abundance and duration of appearance will also be accurately

reflected under these temperature regimes when they are incorporated into the

model.

Temperature information was obtained from the National Data Buoy Center's

web site [1] for three locations. The National Data Buoy Center maintains moored

buoys (stations) in several locations in U.S. coastal waters. Various types of

information are collected and compiled from these locations. Among data collected

and compiled are average water temperature readings over several years. The

first station, 42007, is located in the Gulf of Mexico near Biloxi, Mississippi.

Temperature data was collected from a depth of 0.6 meters from 1/81 through

12/93. The second station, 41009, is located off the coast of Florida near Cape

Canaveral in a tropical location. Temperature data was collected from a depth of
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1.0 meters from 8/88 through 12/93. This station was choosen for comparative

purposes since water temperatures in this area tend to fluctuate less than in

the first and third cases. The third station, 44013, is located off the coast of

Massachusetts near Boston in a temperate locale. Temperature data was collected

from a depth of 0.6 meters from 8/84 through 12/93.

3.2 Temperature Plots and Curves

Data obtained from the National Data Buoy Center is displayed in Appendix B

for the three choosen sites. Sine curves were developed for all three data sets and

are shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Derived data curves for stations located near Biloxi, Mississippi, Cape
Canaveral, Florida, and Boston, Massachusetts
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3.2.1 Temperature Curve for the Gulf of Mexico

To create a curve that captured temperature fluctations for the entire year, the

data was divided into two subsections, one starting at the beginning of January

and going through the end of February and the second starting at the begin

ning of March and going through, the end of December. December and March

were choosen as anchor months because they share similar temperature aver

ages, 16.0°C and 16.3°C, respectively. It was thus assumed that the beginning

of January, the beginning of March, and the end of December all share the same

temperature, 16.0°C, hence enabling the estabhshment of periodicity for these

intervals.

The final equations are as follows:

-2.2sm (j^d) + 16.0 d <= 59.0
To = ^ (3.1)

13.3sm - 0.6) + 16.0 59.0 < d <= 365.0

where Tc(°C) is the temperature in degrees Celsius, and d{day) is the day of the

year in Julian calendar days.

3.2.2 Temperature Curves for Boston, Massachusetts and Cape Canaveral,

Florida

Aside from slight adjustments in the numbers, curves created for the remaining

two locations followed the same line of reasoning as that for the development of
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the Gulf of Mexico. The differences being that 5.0°C was used as the reference

temperature for the Massachusetts curve, and 23.3°C was used for the Florida

curve. The equations axe shown below:

Cape Canaveral, Florida:

Tc = {
-l.Ssm (j^d) + 23.3 d <= 59.0

5.5sm {^d - O.e) + 23.3 59.0 <d<= 365.0
(3.2)

Boston, Massachusetts:

Tc=<
—1.2sin + 5.0 d <= 59.0

13.0sm - O.e) + 5.0 59.0 < d <= 365.0
(3.3)

3.3 Model Incorporation

The original temperature equation 1.5 was modified to accomodate the preceeding

scenarios in the following manner. remained the same. The Arrhenius

temperature, , was modified to reflect the value associated with algae, 6842.0

[16]. , was calculated using the reference temperature associated with the

area being simulated adjusted to Kelvins. And, Tk was modified to reflect Tc

for the respective area adjusted to Kelvins. The modified uptake fluxes due to

temperature are shown in Figure 3.2.
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3.4 Results and AnzJysis

The above three scenarios were simulated with the three nutrient limiting situa

tions discussed in Chapter 2. Between the three temperture scenarios, there was

no difference in the resulting effects on any of the systems. (For example, the ef

fect of the "Biloxi" temperature regime was exactly the same as that produced by

the "Canaveral" and "Massachusetts" temperature regimes for all three nutrient

limiting situations.) This is a result of the manner in which the uptake term was

designed. Recall that the form of the uptake term is as follows:

Pup,<i>e —

'  ̂.>0
(3.4)

<^e = 0

Observe that the following parameters a, c^- and are all constant and

have the values: a = 0.5 for all three systems; is 27 for silicate, 30 for phoshate,

and 18.75 for nitrate; is 5.0e-3 for silicate, 8.0e-3 for phosphorous, and 5.5e-3

for nitrogen; and is 1.50e-7 for silicate, 7.93e-6 for phosphate, and 2.0e-6 for

nitrate. Additionally, the surface area of the cell is always greater than 5.0e-3. For

all three systems, the term ̂ 1 — ^ near one when internal nutrients are
limiting, and is around 0.90 when nutrients are sufficient. When external nutrients

are abundant, the term will influence the term ̂  since (j)e is large. When

external nutrients become limiting is decreased significantly (being 0.35 or less
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for all three systems) and the term ̂  becomes large. Simultaneously, the term

v{T) is increasing so that the term becomes small and is thus insignificant in

comparison to Since internal nutrient levels parallel external nutrient levels,

decreases in external nutrients means decreases in internal nutrients. Thus, when

external nutrients are limiting, external nutrients dominate uptake, hence internal

nutrient levels.

This can be seen in the transient and steady state behavior of the systems.

The results are shown in Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, for the silicate limited sys

tem, the phosphorous limited system, and the nitrogen limited system, respec

tively. "CellDns" in all three cases is the reference system, "Biloxi" is the effects

on the population with the Gulf of Mexico temperature equations incorporated,

"Canaveral" is the effects on the population with the Cape Canaveral temperature

equations incorporated, and "Massachusetts" is the effects on the population with

the Massachusetts temperature equations incorporated.

3.5 Conclusions

From the preceeding discussion it is clear that the model responds to fluctuating

temperatures when nutrients are sufficient. When nutrients are limiting, however,

no response is observed even though temperature fluctuations are highest during

these times. In all three cases, population numbers are set by external factors - the
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carrying capacity of the most limiting nutrient in the environment. For organisms

that are able to regulate their own temperatures, these results axe expected. But,

for organisms that are unable to regulate their own temperatures, temperature

plays a significant role in metabolism, growth, reproduction, photosynthesis and

respiration [2]. In the model's current formulation, these are paxtially accounted

for.

Via underlying assumptions of the model, temperature's only direct effect is

the rate of nutrient availability on the interior of the cell. This in turn affects an

abolic processes hence growth and reproduction. According to Dawes [2], the rate

of nutrient availability is only one aspect of the metabolic process and temperature

ranges in which these reactions take place must also be considered. Jorgensen [14]

has observed that growth rates of Skeletonema costatum decrease with decreas

ing temperatures, while organic matter, protein and the height of cells increases.

This is apparently attributable to increased protein manufacture and carbon in

corporation in cooler temperatures. Mortain- Bertrand et al [19] have.confirmed

this and in addition have found that the photosynthesis vs. irradiance curve is

controlled by light history, while Lmax is controlled by temperature. It would thus

be expected that populations experiencing the Massachusetts temperature regime

would have decreased population numbers and increased cell sizes, while popu

lations experiencing the Cape Canaveral or Gulf of Mexico temperature regimes

would have increased population numbers and smaller cell sizes.
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It is my opinion that the current formulation of the model is exceptional in

its ability to express the physiological dynamics of the population due to nu

trient availability, but that further refinement of the model is necessary. In it

present formulation, temperature affects the rate of availability of nutrients for

metabolism, but not the actual rate of the process. It is known that tempera

ture affects both these processes Dawes [2], as well as photosynthesis and other

proceses. A natural next step in accounting for temperature affects would be to

incorporate temperature into these processes.
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Chapter 4

Algae Code Modifications

This chapter describes the design and structure of the original algae code, and

discusses subsequent modifications. Modifications were prompted by the avenue

choosen for parallelization efforts, discussed in Section 5.3, and were done to

increase usability so that future users can concentrate more on using the code and

obtaining results and less on changing the code so that it runs properly with new

data sets.

4.1 Description of the Original Algae Code

The original algae code consisted of the files main.c, funlr.c, fun2r.c, funSr.c,

globalr.h, and globalBr.h, and required four types of input files. The input files

consisted of a file containing the initial system variables, globr.in, a file containing

global parameter values, globr.par, files containing species specific intialization
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values, specIr.in, specSr.in, and specSr.in, and files containing species specific

parameter values, speclr.par, specS.par and specSr.par.

4.1.1 Data Input

Data and parameter initialization was performed by the initialQ and parareadQ

functions called by mainQ and contained within main.c. The input filenames were

stored in various arrays of strings and looped through as data was read from each.

All data read into the code was stored in a large structure defined in globalr.h

with type name ecovars., This structure contained 94 parameter arrays of type

float, 11 global variables of type float, two two-dimensional arrays of type double

containing either initial value data (called x) or intermediate value data (called z),

one array of type double containing system variables (called y), and one integer

used as a counter. Each parameter array and both the initial vjalue data array, x,

and the intermediate value data array, z, were of length ECO where ECO was the

total number of ecotypes for all species and was defined in globalr.h. The structure

ecovars is shown in Figure 4.1.

The two reading routines initialQ and parareadQ were set up to read initial

values and paremeter values, respectively. Thus, initialQ read the files speclr.in,

spec2r.in, specSr.in and globarlr.in. And, parareadQ read in the files speclr.par,

spec2r.par, specSr.par, and globr.par.
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struct ecovars {
double x[il][ECO]; /* x values for each ecotype */
double y[18]; /* y values not dependent on ecotype */
double z[16][EC0]; /* z values for each ecotype */
int spcount; /* counter used to loop over species */
/* Active Transport Parameters */
float a[ECO], cJFE[ECO], cAM[ECO], c^I[ECO], c_OP[ECO], c.OR[ECO],
n_FE[ECO], n-AM[ECO], n_NI[ECO], n_OP[ECO], n_OR[ECO];

/* Anabolism Parameters */
float mOPs[ECO], mOPr[ECO], mOLp[ECO];
/* Functional Response Parameters */
float tPsb[ECO], tLpb[ECO], tPrb[ECO], c_C[ECO], c^[ECO], cJP[ECO],
c_E[ECO], k_CPs[ECO], kJJPs[ECO], k_CLp[ECO], kJPLp[ECO],
k.CPr[ECO], k_NPr[ECO], kJ»Pr[ECO], kJEPs[ECO], k_ELp[ECO],
kJEPr[ECO], I_mPs[ECO], IjnPr[ECO], IjnLp[ECO];

/* Catabolism Parameters */
float ka_PsO[ECO], ka_Psl[ECO], kaJ>s2[EC0], ka_Ps3[EC0], kaJPrO[ECO],
ka_Prl[ECO], ka_Pr2[EC0], ka_Pr3[EC0], kaJ.pO[ECO], kaXpl[ECO],
kaXp2[EC0], kaXp3[EC0];

/* Photosynthesis, Maintenance, and Temperature Dependent Parameters */
float E_k[ECO], Ljnax[ECO], L^lp[ECO], L_beta[ECO], L_P[ECO],
mu_COATP[ECO], MO[ECO], sTlK[ECO], T1K[EC0], TAK[ECO];

/* Flux Matrices Parameters */
float mu_CCO[ECO], mu_CFE[ECO], mu_COR[ECO], muJ^AM[ECO],
mu_NNI[ECO], muJ'OP[ECO], muJOR[ECO], mu_ATPCO[ECO],
mu_ATPFE[ECO], mu_ATPNI[ECO], muJlTPOP[ECO], mu_CPs[ECO],
mu_CLp[ECO], mu_CPr[ECO], mu-NPs[ECO], muJ^^Pr[ECO], muJPLp[ECO],
mu_PPr[ECO], muJlTPPs[ECO], mu_ATPLp[ECO], mu_ATPPr[ECO];

/* Surface &; Volume, Reprodction and Excretion Parameters */
float sigmaJPs[ECO], sigma_Pr[ECO], sigmaJLp[ECO], Prmin[ECO],
zeta_GL[ECO], zeta_AM[ECO], zeta_OR[ECO];

/* User Deflned Parameters */
float userl[ECO], user2[EC0], user3[EC0], user4[EC0], user5[EC0],
user6[EC0], user7[EC0], user8[EC0], user9[EC0], userlO[ECO];

/* Sinking, Grazing and Photosynthesis Parameters */
float sz, qu, r, MI, AE, varphi, teta, EDO, D, K_d, K_p;

}

Figure 4.1: ecovars data structure from original algae code.
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Files prefixed with spec contained species' specific information. In these files,

data for the ecotypes were associated by parameter so that for the same parameter,

values for each ecotype appeared on the same line separated by a space. For

example, the listing for the cell wall thickness would look something like: 0.5 0.5

for two ecotypes of the same species.

initial0 read species specific and global initial values. Species specific infor

mation was read utilizing one outer "for" loop and three inner "for" loops. The

outer loop looped over the total number of species being modelled, opening the

associated species files in turn. The first inner loop read the first four lines in

the file. The second inner loop read the next line in the file, looping over the

number of ecotypes for the current species. The third inner loop performed two

functions. It first read the next line in the data file which had to be a comment.

It then read the following line by looping over the total number of ecotypes for the

current species; this line had to be data. Thus, the reading routine was designed

to read a file that alternated between a line of information and a line of data;

the first four lines being comments. Global initial values were read utilizing one

loop which looped over the total number of initial values contained in the file. It

then read additional miscellaneous data with appropriately placed C fgetsQ and

fscanfO functions.

The parareadQ routine read in species specific and global parameter values and

followed similar convention as those used above.
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4.1.2 Calculations and Output

Code calculations were directed by a simple loop contained within mainQ. This

loop's execution was controlled by the boolean result of the comparison between

the two variables ttime and maxtime. ttime served as a cumulative counter for

passed time steps and was initialized to zero prior to the loop's execution, maxtime

served as the terminal value and was initialized by the product of the maximum

simulation time in hours (defined in the globr.in file) multiplied by 3600.0, the

number of seconds per hour. For each iteration of the loop the function rungeQ

was called, ttime was incremented by the time step (0.5), and the print control

counter, co, was incremented by one. Data values were printed to the screen every

simulated second (3600.0/time step).

Actual model calculations were performed in the functions rungeQ, funlvQ,

funSrQ and funSrQ, rungeQ being in runge.c and fun*rQ being in fun*r.c (* =

1, 2, 3). The function rungeQ utilized a second order Runge Kutta numerical

scheme, calculated the cell density and irradiance at the current time step, and

called the functions funlrQ, funSrQ and funSrQ in turn. The functions./Mnir(9,

fun2rQ and funSrQ were associated specifically with the species information con

tained in the files prefixed with spec. The fun functions all calculated temperature,

active transport, volume and surface values, functional response, catabolism, pho-

tosynthetic rate, and internal pool levels. funlrQ and funSrQ were identical and
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were designed to model Skeletonema costatum populations, hence, contain equa

tions modified to incorporate silicate. fun2r(), on the other hand, was designed to

model theoretical algal populations thus did not incorporate silicate. The general

algorithm is shown in Figure 4.2.

4.2 Changes to the Algae Code

Analysis of potential avenues for parallelization indicated data parallelization as

having the highest probability for success. (Refer to Chapter 5 for details.) Data

parallelization entails each processor working on a subset of the entire data set.

Recall that the original code was structured so that data was read into the large

ecovars structure; the main reading routines were such that adding or deleting

lines in the files would cause the routines to fail; the main calculation routines

were separated according to the species they operated on; and output was printed

to the screen. To accomodate data parallelization, the ecovars structure was disas

sembled and replaced with several independent arrays, the reading routines were

redesigned so that comments, species, and ecotypes could be added or deleted

freely, the main calculation routines funlrQ, fun2r() and funSrQ were collapsed

into one, and data output was redirected to four predesignated files. These mod

ifications are illuminated in the following subsections.
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4.2.1 Data Input

The ecovars Structure

As discussed, data was read into a large structure called ecovars (Figure 4.1).

Parameters and variables in this structure were associated by type and were con

tained in arrays of length ECO for parameters, and longer for variables. For

parameters alone, there were 94 of these arrays. In light of parallelization, a

structure of this type is unnecessary. One benefit of parallelization is the ability

to distribute data on an as needed basis. With the data being arranged in such

a manner, dispersal of the entire structure would have been required not only

during initialization, but also at each time step when system information had to

be shared. Although, this places no additional demands on communication re

sources, the task of packing and unpacking this structure into or out of a buffer

would have been onerous, clumsy and redundant.

To remedy this situation the ecovars structure was dismantled and its individ

ual components renamed and reassociated. The initial value data array, x, was

renamed ecoinit, the system variables array, y, was renamed sysvars, and the in

termediate value data array was renamed ecovals. The original arrays x and y had

row dimension corresponding to the number of respective parameters and column

dimension corresponding to the number of ecotypes; this was reversed, spcount

was no longer needed in the revised version of the code so was eliminated. The
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94 parameter arrays of length ECO were converted into a single two-dimensional

array with row dimension equal to the total number of ecotypes and column di

mension equal to 94. This array was called ecoprms and resulted in parameters

being associated by ecotype instead of by parameter type. The remaining values

in ecovars were gathered into an array called glbprms.

In the new version of the code, all arrays were dynamically allocated at run

time. For the one-dimensional arrays, sysvars and glbprms, allocation was de

termined by the number of respective values each had to hold. For the two-

dimensional arrays, ecoinit, ecovais and ecoprms, however, allocation was quite

a bit different. First, an array of pointers was allocated corresponding to the

total number of ecotypes. Indices into this array corresponded directly with the

ecotypes as they were read in. For example, if species one had two ecotypes and

species two had two ecotypes and they were read into the code in that order, then

the first two indices of the pointers array would correspond to the two ecotypes

of the first species, and last two indices of the pointers array would correspond to

the two ecotypes of the second species. Next, each pointer in the array of pointers

was assigned to point to the beginning of a one-dimensional array dynamically

allocated for the required length. This approach is used quite often and a similar

one can be found in [21].
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Reading Routines

Recall that the data reading routines initreadQ and parareadQ were originally

designed in such a manner that adding or deleting lines in the input files, be

it data or a comment, would cause the code to fail unless the code itself was

modified to directly accomodate these changes. Two objectives of this thesis,

besides the aforementioned one surrounding parallelization, were to perform a

sensitivity analysis on the system and examine the effects of temperature on the

algae. Accomodating these objectives demanded flexibility in being able to add,

delete and change information in the data files without having to modify the

code. In addition, future directions mandate system enlargement via the additon

of ecotypes and species, and the coupling of the model. At these points, interaction

time with the code should be minimal as the focus will need to be directed toward

obtaining and understanding simulation results.

In addressing these issues, the two reading routines initreadQ and parareadQ

were replaced with the five routines popspecinfoQ, initspeciesparamsQ, initglobal-

paramsQ, speciesinitQ, and sysvarsinitQ, all contained in the file initalgae.c and

all of which were designed to follow four simple rules. One, all lines in the input

files not containing data begin with a ̂  sign and are skipped during file process

ing. Two, the end of file marker is a right brace }. Three, all species information

is contained in the same file, with the end of species delimiter also being the right
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brace }. Four, following the convention used in the original model, ecotypes be

longing to the same species are grouped together in the file so that associated

parameter values appear on the same line. These routines were modelled after

those developed for the Daphnia and fish models. The reading routines and their

associated files are as follows.

The routine popspecinfoQ reads general population specifications from the data

file PopSpecInfo. This includes the total number of species being modelled, the

total number of ecotypes being modelled, and the number of ecotypes for each

individual species. It is important to observe that the number of ectotypes read in

from this file is used to allocate the arrays discussed earlier and should therefore

accurately reflect the contents of the species specific data files. initspeciesparamsQ

and speciesinitQ read in the SpeciesFile and Speciesin files, respectively. Species-

File contains ecotype specific parameter values, and Speciesin contains ecotype

specific initial conditions. The routines initglobalparamsQ and sysvarsQ read in

the files GlobalParams and SysVars, respectively. GlobalParams contains species

independent global parameter values and SysVars contains species independent

values for the system variables. The data input files are passed into the code

on the command line in the following order: PopSpecInfo, SpeciesFile, Global

Params, Speciesin and SysVars. (Of course these can be called anything, but the

order must be the same.)
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4.2.2 Calculations

As described previously, the main calculation routines, funlrQ, fun2r() and funSrQ,

were designed to be associated with specific types of species; funlrQ and funSrQ

calculated results for diatom species, and fun2r() calculated results for non-diatom

species. While this feature is necessary to obtain answers to soine of the questions

under consideration in this thesis, the design does not yield the flexibility needed

to obtain these answers. One aspect of the analysis objective was to compare

the dynamics of Skeletonema costatum with the dynamics of the theoretical algal

species both with and without temperature affects. To do this with the original

code meant changing the predefined value of SPEC, changing the string arrays

containing the names of the files prefixed with spec, modifying the pointer array

containing pointers to the respective fun functions, and, finally, recompiling with

the appropriate fun function. Although individually these tasks are not difficult

nor laborious, collectively there are enough of them that forgetting to perform one

or more could lead to erroneous results and increased preparation time.

To reduce the number of potential sources for error, the files funlr.c, fun2r.c

and funSr.c were collapsed into one file called calcfun.c. Calculations in the indi

vidual fun functions were then consolidated to eliminate species-type dependence

in the functions themselves. As stated before, the primary difference between

the functions funlrQ and funSvQ and the function fun2rQ was the incorpora-
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tion of silicate for diatom species. Since this feature had to be maintained, a

diatom indicator flag was declared and added for each ecotype to the end of each

species' initial Vcilue data set. For diatom species, the flag was set to one, and

for non-diatom species, the flag was set to zero. Silicate equations were then

wrapped in an "if" statement and executed only when the flag was set. To fur

ther modrdaxize the calcfun.c file, each independent computation was placed in

it's own function. Thus, the calculations for temperature, active transport, vol

ume and surface values, functional response, catabolism, photosynthetic rate, and

internal pool levels, became encapsulated in the functions calctempQ, acttransQ,

calcvolsurQ, funcrespQ, catabolismQ, photosynQ and calcfsQ^ respectively, with

an addition of the function syslossQ which calculates system losses. These func

tions are called only by the function calcfunQ which was established primarily for

this purpose.

4.2.3 Output

Output from the original code was directed to the screen. While this is acceptable

for small amounts of data generated from a sequential processor, this approach

is not practical for large amounts of data or for parallel processors. Therefore,

the openitQ and reportQ functions were created to open four predesignated files in

which to write results. These four files are called CellDns, StrucResv, IntNuts, and

ExNuts and contain each ecotype's cell numbers, internal storage and structure
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levels, internal nutrient levels, and external nutrient levels, respectively.

4.2.4 Miscellaneous Changes

Once the revised version of the code was completed, it was discovered that for

long simulation periods some values in the code would become smaller than a float

variable was able to hold, hence causing population numbers to become inflnite

while simultaneously resulting in large negative internal nutrient values. This

behavior was observed only when simulations were run with several ecotypes and

is clearly not a biologically possible situation. All floats were changed to doubles,

thus correcting the problem.

It was also found that uptake, death and all other processes occurred when

populations were extinct; another biologically impossibility. This was solved by

checking that cells existed before values for these processes were calculated.

4.2.5 Final Version

The final version of the sequential code consists of the flies: main.c, initalgae.c,

runge.c, calcfun.c, report.c, error.c, mem-alloc.c, thdr associated header files, and

the two additional header files cons.h and globalr.h. The input and output files are

as described above. A makefile, called MakeSerAlg, which allows easy compilation

of the entire program, has also been created for use with these files.
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Chapter 5

Parallelizing the Algae Model

The final objective of this thesis was to explore the feasibility of parallelizing the

algae model in preparation for its coupling with the Popftnia-fish predator-prey

system. The IBM SP2 at the University of Tennesse, Knoxville was used for this

effort, and for two reasons, parallelization was not as successful as was hoped.

This chapter discusses various parallelization approaches and numerical schemes

tried, and presents conclusions based on these findings.

5.1 Brief Note to the Reader

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with issues in parallel computing. If not,

an excellent introduction can be found online at JIGS [13].
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5.2 Parallel Approaches for the Daphnia Model, the Daphnia—

fish Predator-prey System, and the Algae Model

The primary goal of parallelization is to reduce the amount of time it takes for

a single task to execute. This is accomplished by dividing the task into several

smaller tasks and then distributing these tasks across individual processors. Di

vision of the work is determined by the design and structure of the code. A single

task will usually have a few potential avenues for parallelization, which may in

clude various combinations of dispersing subsets of the data or parts of the code

itself. Once these options are identified, the one that maximizes the co^^^unicat^

ratio and yields the most eflScient load balance is the one that should be selected.

For the Daphnia model, two parallelization approaches were considered; a

coarse-grained approach in which ecotypes were distributed across the processors,

and a fine-grained approach in which cohorts were distributed across the proces

sors. For the first approach, it was argued that while dispersing ecotypes across

processors had the advantage of data remaining stationary during the simulation,

it had the greater disadvantage of severe load imbalances across the processors

as the simulation progressed because of the survival of the fittest phenomenon.

For the second approach, it was argued that cohorts could be distributed across

processors without regard to their associated ecotypes. In this approach a global

combine routine used to combine births across processors was employed as well as
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a load balancing routine to avoid situations similar to the ones described for the

coarse-grained approach. These arguments are presented by Ramachandramurthi

et al. [22].

The fish model in the predator-prey system has not actually been parallelized

in the sense that distinct subsets of data are dispersed across processors. In

stead, all fish are distributed to each processor and fish activity on the individual

processors is communicated. This is a direct result of underlying assumptions

concerning the feeding behavior of the fish [22]. (The feeding behavior is fully

described in [11], and a full description of the parallelization of the Daphnia-fish,

predator-prey system can be found in [20].)

Considering the algae model, two potential avenues for parallelization emerged.

Due to the underlying assumptions surrounding reproduction in the algae model,

cohorts were non-existent so that the two parallelization options concentrated on

were ways in which to distribute ecotypes. The first possibility was to utilize the

original form of the algae code in which each processor would execute a particular

function {funlQ, fun2() . . . funNQ), operating on the associated population's

ecotypes. This approach had the disadvantages that the number of processors

was set by the number of populations and that the number of ecotypes calculated

per function could vary considerably thus resulting in load imbalance across pro

cessors. The second approach was to disperse ecotypes regardless of population

association. This had the advantages of being able to have a variable number
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Figure 5.1: Parallel data distribution options for the algae model.

of processors and being able to ensure even dispersal of ecotypes across the pro

cessors depending on processor availability. Since this approach was choosen as

the most attractive in light of coupling it with the Daphnia-f\sh. predator-prey

system, the original sequential code was restructured as described in Chapter 4

to accomodate this. These two approaches are shown in Figure 5.1.
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5.3 Parallel Implementation

Target Architecture

The target platform for the algae model was the SP2's thin nodes. The thin nodes

consist of a total of 32 nodes, 24 nodes each with 120MHz processors (Pool 0) and

8 nodes each with 160 MHz processors (Pool 2). The interconnection network con

sists of a TBS switch and adapter with a peak bandwidth of 150 MBytes/second.

All processors have their own memory so that collectively, the thin nodes are

classified as a MIMD (mulitple instruction, multiple data) architecture. Commu

nication in this type of architecture is generally through a message passing library

of some sort. MPI (Message Passing Library) was used to parallelize the algae

code.

Communication

Communication occurs at every time step, in the algae model. This is an un

avoidable inconvenience in light of parallelization and is a direct result of the

underlying assumptions that all individuals share all available resources and that

all individuals affect photosynthetic activity for each individual. Thus, in order

for individuals on each processor to know what was extracted from the environ

ment by individuals on other processors, and for individuzils to correctly calculate

photosynthesis, nutrients extracted by individuals on each processors and total
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Figure 5.2: Flow representation of communication between processors.

cell numbers for each ecotype on each processor must be communicated at each

time step. Then, all individuals can uptake from the same resource level and

accurately determine photosynthesis at the next time step. The flow diagram for

communication is shown in Figure 5.2.

Data Distribution

All data is read in and distributed by the parent node. The first file read con

tains the total number of ecotypes, the total number of populations and the total

number of ecotypes per population (see Chapter 4, Section 4.2 for details). This

information, in conjunction with the number of processors, is used by the parent to

evenly divide the ecotypes across the processors. Extra ecotypes are distributed
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one at a time until gone starting with the parent and successively distributing

making sure that the data distributed remains contiguous. During this process an

index array (Hndary) is created and stores the ending indices of the ecotypes each

processor is assigned. This array is used many places throughout the code, but is

particularly useful for ensuring that the processors pack and unpack data into the

correct position in the array globally shared at each time step. Once the number

of ecotypes per processor and the Hndary are determined, the parent broadcasts

this information to each node. The nodes in turn use this information to deter

mine how much data they will be receiving and allocate memory accordingly and

where appropriate.

All initialization information is either broadcast or sent by the parent and

either broadcast or received by the nodes. The sending functions invoked by the

parent reside in the previously discussed initalgae.c file. The matching receiving

calls posted by the nodes are contained within the initalgaenode.c file. Note that

all parallel invocation in the code is performed only when the PARALLELALGE

flag is set in the cons.h file.

Times for this process to complete for various numbers of ecotypes distributed

on 2 and 4 nodes is shown in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Initialization times in seconds for a variable number of ecotypes run on 2 and
4 nodes of the SP2. (Time simulated is 5 days, but this does not aflFect the initialization
process.)

. Number of
Ecotypes

Number of Nodes

1 Node 2 Nodes 4 Nodes

Initialize

Time

% Total

Time

Initialize

Time

% Total

Time

Initialize

Time

% Total

Time

32 0.51 0.55% 0.58 0.4% 0.37 0.2%

128 0.78 0.2% 0.64 0.2% 0.61 0.2%

512 1.40 0.03% 1.7 0.07% 2.0 0.1%

Parallel I/O

On the SP2, writing to a file in a home area while a code is executing requires

information to be sent across the interconnection network for each write process.

For one or two messages, this is not a threat to the performance of the code, but for

frequent writes, performance could be jeopardized. Writes in the algae code take

place every simulated hour, or 7200 iterations for a time step of a half of a second.

To avoid threatening performance, four functions were created, createdirstmgQ,

' openitQ, mergeQ and cleanupQ. Their purpose and function are discussed below.

Seven arguments are required on the command line for the parallel code. The

first five are the data files that were discussed in Section 4.2. The remaining

two are the name of the directory on the node in which to write to and the full

path name of the directory in which the files will ultimately end up. The most

convenient choices for these two directories are the local /tmp/ directory, which

avoids sending data across the intercommunication network during execution, and
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tlie directory from which the executing code resides. The four functions and the

two directories are used in the following way.

The parent node, after reading the command line information, calls create-

dirstmgQ which creates a directory string using the sixth argument passed on

the command line (/tmp/ usually). This string and the final directory string are

broadcast to the nodes. Each node, including the parent, then calls openitQ.

The function openitQ enables each node to create its own specialized output file

whose name consists of the predesignated filenames discussed in Section 4.2 with

its processor rank appended as a suffix. openitQ then uses the string created in

createdirstrngQ to open files on the respective nodes in the designated directory.

The reporting function has been designed so that only the data generated by the

node is written to its local file. Upon completion of the main execution loop, the

remaining two functions, cleanupQ and mergeQ, are invoked. Every node calls

cleanupQ. cleanupQ enables each node to copy its specialized local output file to

the final directory specified as the seventh argument on the command line. If the

node invoking cleanupQ is the parent, then mergeQ is called. mergeQ merges all

the individually created files into one file in the final directory, and removes the

individual files.

The time interval beginning after completion of the main execution loop and

ending after completion of the merge process is considered the finalization time.

Finalization times are shown in Table 5.2. The times given are for a simulated
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five days. Unlike initialization, both the number of ecotypes and the length of

the run will affect the time spent in clean up. The percentage of time decrease

observed for 512 ecotypes is part of a larger picture discussed in later sections.

Table 5.2: Finalization times in seconds for a variable number of ecotypes run on 2 and
4 nodes of the SP2 for a simulated 5 days.

Number of Nodes

Number of

Ecotypes

1 Node 2 Nodes 4 Nodes

Finalize % Total Finalize % Total Finalize % Total

Time Time Time Time Time Time

32 0.001 0.002% 4.57 3.0% 11.43 5.5%

128 0.005 0.001% 8.05 2.4% 15.84 5.2%

512 0.023 0.0005% 26.3 1.1% 40.5 2.7%

5.4 Parallelization Analysis for the Algae Code

Parallelization was successfully implemented with the original six ecotypes. A

comparative illustration for one ecotype from an 80 day simulation run in parallel

on 2 nodes from Pool 2 and one node from Pool 2 are displayed in Figure 5.3.

The purpose of Figure 5.3 is to illustrate numerical accuracy of both the parallel

and the sequential codes. Times for the 80 day simulation were 3.25 hours for the

parallel code and 41 minutes for the sequential code. The time step in each case

was a half of a second, thus requiring over 13 million communication events. The

number of fioating point operations for one ecotype per time step is approximately

650.
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Figure 5.3: Results comparison for one ecotypes produced in parallel on two nodes from
Pool 2 on the SP2 and one node from Pool 2. The absence of diflFerences indicates

successful parallel implementation of the algae model.
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Glancing at the time for execution stated above, it was not too hard to deduce

that communication much greater than computation. To reduce the amount of

communication and increase the amount of computation, several avenues were ex

plored. These included increasing the time step, increasing the number of ecotypes

dispersed across nodes, changing the numerical scheme, and implementing various

communication calls provided by MPI. The two most successful approaches were

increasing the time step and including more ecotypes per node. All approaches

are discussed below.

Increasing the Time Step

Perhaps the simplest way to decrease the amount of communication is to increase

the time step as much as possible without changing the system's dynamics. Recall

from Chapter 4 that the numerical scheme is a second order Runge Kutta method

and that the time step is a half of a second. This time step was pushed to 2.5

seconds before any noticable changes manifested themselves in the population

dynamics, thus reducing communication events approximately five-fold.

Increasing the Ecotypes

The most obvious way to increase the ratio is to increase the number

of computations performed by each node. This is easily accomplished by increasing

the number of ecotypes dealt with by each node. To determine at what point the
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benefits of parallelization are realized, data sets 2",n = 3-9 were created and

five day simulations run on 1, 2, and 4 nodes of Pool 0 on the SP2. Figure 5.4

shows ecotypes vs. seconds/ecotype. For sequential runs, it is expected that

because of the way data was added to the data sets, that each addition of new

data doubles time to completion. This is evidenced by the straight line from 8

until 256 ecotypes. Parallelization benefits for 2 and 4 nodes appear between 64

and 128 ecotypes per node. Table 5.3 and Figure 5.4 gives the timings for these

runs. -

At 512 ecotypes an anomolous event occurs that affects all simulations, re

gardless of the number of nodes. It's not clear why performance diminishes at

512 ecotypes. Initially it was thought that at this size the cache was too small to

accomodate the data. (Cache size for each processor on Pool 0 is 128 KB). This is

a reasonable assumption for the sequential simulations, but fails in logic for simu

lations with two and four nodes since the total number of ecotypes is distributed

evenly across the processors. In these cases, it would be expected that the pro

cesses run before 1024 and 2048, respectively, would show a continued increase in

performance, and when these numbers were reached performance would decrease

significantly as in the serial case. To be sure, however, the code was run on 2 and

4 processors on the High Nodes and one machine in the Computer Science Cetus

Lab, where cache is 1MB and 16KB, respectively. The trend remained the same,

however. Figure 5.5 shows the results from Pool 0 and the High Nodes. Table 5.4
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Parallel Results for the Algae Model
Run on 1,2 and 4 Nodes (120MHz each) on the IBM SP2
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Figure 5.4: Parallel results for the algae model run on 1, 2 and 4 nodes from Pool 0 of
the SP2.
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Parallel Results for Algae Model Run with 2 and 4 Nodes
on SF2 Thin Nodes (120 MHz) and SP2 High Nodes

(112 MHz)
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Figure 5.5: Parallel results for the algae model run on 2 and 4 nodes from Pool 0 and
the High Nodes.
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Table 5.3: Timings for the algae code run for a 5 day simulation on 1, 2 and 4 nodes
from Pool 0 on the SP2 in seconds.

Number of

Ecotypes

Number of Nodes

Sequential 2 Nodes 4 Nodes

Time Sec/Eco Time Sec/Eco Time Sec/Eco

8 24.26 3.03 115.8 14.5 - -

16 46.62 2.91 122.71 7.67 - -

32 91.64 2.86 152.05 4.78 204.03 7.50

64 181.80 2.84 212.58 3.32 239.4 3.74

128 390.60 3.05 330.61 2.58 307.1 2.40

256 937.62 3.66 577.51 2.26 440.82 1.72

512 4214.64 8.22 2353.1 4.59 1458.42 2.84

Table 5.4: Seconds/ecotype for the algae code run for a 2.5 day simulation on 2 and 4
nodes from the High Nodes on the SP2 and sequentially on Cetus2c, and for a 5 day
simulation on 2 and 4 nodes from Pool 0 on the SP2. All time in seconds.

Number of

Ecotypes

Number of Nodes

Cetus2c
Pool 0 High Nodes

2 Nodes 4 Nodes 2 Nodes 4 Nodes

64 2.64 3.32 3.74 2.97 3.63

128 2.69 2.58 2.40 2.91 3.38

256 2.69 2.26 1.72 2.52 2.52

512 4.98 4.59 2.84 5.01 3.31

gives the corresponding times.

A second consideration concerned the times for data initialization and final-

ization, but figures presented in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 do not support this.

A third idea was that it was an ouput buffering problem during simulation

reporting. A short experiment on a quiet node of the High Nodes revealed that

the times for execution without printing results during code exectution for a 60

day simulation were similar, 41.82 minutes without reporting and 42.89 minutes
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with reporting.

The observation that the problem occurred with a large number of ecotypes,

led to the exploration'of the set up of the data files themselves, which it turns

out, has an effect. When the ecotypes were spread across four populations (as

opposed to two in the previous runs), the code was able to execute faster and the

increase at 512 ecotypes was alleviated somewhat. This is observed in Figure 5.6.

The simulations in this case were run on Pool 2 for 5 days, where it can be seen

that the trend has disappeared. It is clear that there is a correlation between the

input file set ups and the speed of the code's execution, but the reason for this

correlation is still unclear.

Numerical Schemes

Two alternative numerical schemes were explored in a continued effort to alter

These iucluded a fourth-order Runge Kutta and a devised

method that seemingly would allow the time step to increase.

It was hoped that, because the fourth-order Runge Kutta method provides

greater accuracy than the second-order Runge Kutta method, the time step

could be pushed much further than the 2.5 second limit found above. It was

also hoped that because it requires twice as many calculations that in one ef

fort the would change in favor of computation. Because of the

discrete birthing process, however, underlying assumptions for this method were
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Figure 5.6: Parallel results for the algae model run on 1, 2 and 4 nodes from Pool 2 of
the SP2.
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violated, and, althougli, implementation was successful, the time step could only

be increased to 1.0 seconds before the dynamics of the population were altered.

Since the objective was not attained via this route, the second-order Runge Kutta

method with the 2.5 second time step was retained.

The second numerical method explored was entrenched in the fact that since

the function is continuous prior to a birthing event, the time step could be greatly

increased during this period, and then decreased when any of the ecotypes fell

within 10% (for, example) of its reproduction threshold. The problem with this

approach was that when one ecotype was within its reproductive threshold, all eco

types were required to compute at the smaller time step because the assumptions

concerning shared resources and photosynthesis require communication at each

time step. This would be acceptable if the length of time it took for all ecotypes

to reproduce was similar. But, ecotypes have varying reproductive thresholds so

that for some it takes longer to reproduce than for others. Thus, synchronization

between ecotypes could not be achieved. Unfortunately, more time was spent cal

culating with the smaller time step than with the large. Since nothing was gained

from this approach and it was much more complicated than the second-order

Runge Kutta method, the second-order Runge Kutta method with time step 2.5

was retained.
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Using Different MPI Communication Schemes

Generally message passing libraries have two types of communication options -

point-to-point and collective. In an attempt to reduce the amount of commu

nication time, two point-to-point options and one collective option were imple

mented. The two point-to-point options included various combinations of both

blocking and non-blocking sends and receives. The difference between the results

of employing these options showed no difference. The advantage of utilizing non-

blocking calls is that the code can continue execution while a message is in transit,

checking for its completion later. This approach was implemented but, for a small

number of ecotypes, showed no gain because the execution time between the send

and when the data was required was not enough to affect communication times.

Blocking sends and receives were also employed, but they too showed no signs of

decreasing communication time as compared to the non-blocking operations. Of

the collective communication options, a reduction function, MPI_Allreduce() was

used. Communication times between the three methods were similar so that in

the end the MPI_A.llreduce() function was retained. Times for a simulated 5 days

on 2 nodes from Pool 0 are shown in Table 5.5 for the MPI_Allreduce() and the

blocking MPI_Send()/MPI_Recv(). Tests were not run for the non-blocking calls

when more ecotypes were added to the populations.
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Table 5.5: Time comparison between MPI communication options.

Number of

Ecotypes

MPI Call

MPI_Allreduce() MPlJSend()/MPIJlecv()

16 124.0 122.71

64 242.0 212.58

256 725.0 577.51

5.5 Conclusions

Current work indicates that the parallel potential of this model is feasible. Cur

rently the reproductive process is being modified by Maria Siopsis for her doctoral

thesis. The ensuing changes will result in the further subdivision of ecotypes into

cohorts, hence increasing the amount of data to be calculated and the amount of

parallelization that can be realized.

Along a different vein, shared memory explorations may prove successful. As

of this writing, Jeff Nichols [20] has modified parts of the MPICH shared memory

distribution to interact specifically with the Daphnia-^ish. predator-prey system.

Further modification for use with the algae model is certainly a viable option.

A final option, would be to relax the assumptions concerning shared resources

and photosynthesis. Instead of assuming that all algae uptake evenly from all

resources, and that all individuals affect other individuals in the photosynthetic

process, local sharing of resources and local interference for photosynthesis might

be implemented, with occasional sharing or mixing of available nutrients.

One thing is clear, however, in its current formulation, with the time step and
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the aforementioned assumptions, the algae model will be the slowest of the three

models. For example, the Daphnia model's time step is ̂  of a day, so that for any

simulated period of time, the communication events required by the algae model

are much more frequent than that for the Daphnia model. More optimization

strategies need to be applied to this model if it is to remain in its current state

and if the benefits of parallelization are to be realized not only with this model

but with the algaG-Daphnia system and the three-species food chain.
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Chapter 6

Future Directions

There are several mathematiccil and computational future directions for this model.

Of course, there is the previously alluded to coupling of this model with the

Z?ap/inm-fish predator-prey system, and the ensuing analyses of the dlgae-Daphnia

system and the three species food chain in both the unstressed and stressed situ

ations. An alternative includes using this model to examine both the direct and

indirect effects of algal blooms on fish and shellfish mortality. Direct effects ob

served include clogging of the gills of shellfish during blooms of several species of

diatom of the genus Thalassiosira [26]. Indirect effects observed include oxygen

depletion from algal blooms caused by increased nitrogen in the systems [3].

Further refinement of the model holds many options as well. Chapter 3 demon

strated that temperature effects are insignificant when nutrients become limiting

and discussed two additional avenues in which temperature plays a role - photo-
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synthesis and rate of metabolic reactions [2], [14]. Like temperatures, nutrients

also fluctuate so that reflning the nutrient pulsing functions are also an option.

Additional exploration of competition between species and seasonal shifts of

phytoplankton assemblages is also a feasible alternative. Work by Goldman and

Ryther [5] indicate that temperature plays a large role in determining the outcome

of competition. Preliminary work in the area of competiton has been done by

Hurlebaus [12] in looking at interactions between Skeletonema costatum and the

theoretical algal species in the transient state. The analysis performed in this

thesis coupled with his work is a solid foundation for further investigations into

these areas.

The addition of space is always a viable alternative. If space were included

in the model, the assumptions blocking parallelization - shared resources and

shading - could potentially be relaxed hence increasing the potential for successful

parallelization.

Along the vein of successful parallelization, exploring shared memory possibil

ities would be challenging to the advanced programmer. Currently, Jeff Nichols

[20] has code that he has adapted from the MPICH distribution to work with the

Daphnia-fish. predator-prey system. Further refinement would allow its use with

the algae code. Progress in this area has actually been made by myself, but time

constraints prevented completion of this venture.
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Appendix A

Model Parameters, Equations

and Variables

A.l Model Parameters — Units and Definitions

The following is a listing of most of the model parameters as found in Hurlebaus

[12] along with their associated units, definitions, equation citations as found in

this thesis, old code names and new code names.
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Table A.l: Nutrient Uptake Parameters.

Nutrient Uptake Parameters

Param. Units Definition Eq. Orig. ID New ID

a cm cell wall thickness 1.4 Al.a[k] ecoprms[i][CWT]
v(T) timols cm

s
transport velocity across cell
wall

1.4 Al.z[14][k] ecovals[i][TEMP]

i^)\cm'^) proportionality constant for

substance <f>e

1.4 Al.c^,[k] ecoprms[i][(^e]

(timols \
^ cm® ) external concentration of

substance (j>

1.4 Al.zp] sysvars[0e]

<f>i (fimols) internal nutrient <f> 1.4 Al.z[i][k] ecovals[i][^i]
mpr (fimols) protein reserve or structural

material

1.4 Al.x[8][k] ecoinit[i][MPR]

^<t>i (nd.) proportionality constant
for substance (f)i

1.4 constant in

code

constant in

code

i^) number of processors on

surface of cell

1.4 Al.n^Jk] ecoprms[i][^e]

Table A.2: Temperature Parameters.

Temperature Parameters

Par am. Units Definition Eq. Orig. ID New ID

/ umols cm \
V  s ) constant 1.5 Al.sTlK[k] ecoprms[i] [STIK]

(rf) K choosen reference

temperature in K
1.5 Al.TlK[k] ecoprms[i][TlKO]

W) K Arrhenius temp,
in Kelvins

1.5 Al.TAK[k] ecoprms[i] [TAKO]

(J.A) K absolute temperature
in Kelvins

1.5 Al.y[7] sysvars[TEMPINC]
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Table A.3: Volume and Surface Parameters.

Volume and Surface Parameters

Param. Units Definition Eq. Orig. ID New ID

V (cm^) volume of cell 1.6 Al.z[5][k] ecovals[i] [VOLUME]
SA (cm^) surface area of cell 1.7 Al.z[6][k] ecovals[i] [SURFACE]
4>s {fj,mols) level of reserve polys,

lipid or protein
1.6, 1.7 Al.x[6-8][k] ecoinit[i][<^s]

^4>a (fimols) molecular density of

<Ps

1.6, 1.7 Al.sigma0,[k] ecoinit[i][SIG<^s]

Table A.4: Carbon Pool and Energy Pool Parameters.

Carbon Pool and Energy Pool Parameters

Param. Units Definition Eq. Orig. ID New ID

L{I) {nd.) photosynth. activity 1.10 Al.z[13][k] ecoprms[i] [PHOTO]

Ed{0)
(itmols \
V m^s ) irradiance just below 1.10 Al.y[17] sysvarspRATT]

Ek {nd.) intersection of irrad.-

photosynthesis curve
1.10 Al.EJc[ECO] ecoprms[i][EK]

Ks (^) light absorbtion coeff.

due to seawater

1.10 Al.K_d glbprms[KS]

Kp (i) light absorbtion coeff.

due to phytoplankton

1.10 Al.K_p glbprms[KP]

zo (m) depth 1.10 A1.SZ glbprms[SZ]
Lmax (nd.) constant 1.10 Al.L_max[ECO] ecoprms[i] [UMAX]
La (nd.) constant 1.10 Al.L..alp[ECO] ecoprms[i] [LALP]
Lp {nd.) constant 1.10 Al.L_bet[ECO] ecoprms[i] [LBET]
Lp {nd.) constant 1.10 A1.L_P[EC0] ecoprms[i][LP]

Mo (  ̂ )V fimols j maintenance cost 1.12 A1.M0[EC0] ecoprms[i]pVIO]

Table A.5: Excretion and Respiration Parameters.

Excretion and Respiration Parameters

Param. Units Definition Eq. Orig. ID New ID

Hi {fimols) constant associated

with <f>s
1.8 Al.zeta_^i ecoprms[i] [ZETA<^i]

3ex,C is-') free Carbon molecules

respired per second
1.11 Al.zeta_GL[k] ecoprms[ZETAGL]
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Table A.6: Storage and Structure Flux Parameters.

Storage and Structure Flux Parameters

Param. Units Definition Eq. Orig. ID New ID

^o,4>3
^ nmols ̂

molecules of fixed

during anabolism

1.13 Al.mO05[ECO] ecoprms[i][<^s]

(^) proportionality const. 1.14 Al.(^i ecoprms[i][(^i]

number of <^i molecules

needed to comprise one
<l>s molecule

1.14 Al.k_^s ecoprms[i][^s]

^m,4>s {nd.) max rate of production
of one molecule of

1.14 Al.ljm<t>s[ECO] ecoprms[i][IM^s]

^/lOToZs^
max catabolic rate

for substance

1.15 Al.ka_<^sO ecoprms[i][</>sO]

(nd.) constant

for substance

1.15 Al.ka_^sl ecoprms[i][^sl]

{nd.) constant

for substance <f>s
1.15 Al.ka_(^s2 ecbprmsp] [^^2]

{nd.) constant

for substance <f>s
1.15 Al.ka_^s3 ecoprms[i][^s3]

Table A.7: Miscellaneous Parameters.

Miscellaneous Parameters

Param. Units Definition Eq. Orig. ID New ID

(nd.) number of <j>i
derived from one

<t>e molecule

1.1 Al.mu_<^i, d>e ecoprms[i][^i, ̂e]

(nd.) number of 0,-
needed to make

one 0e molecule

1.1 Al. (j>s ecoprms[i][^i, (j>s]

P'^min {fimols) minimal protein
required for reprod.

1.16 Al.Prmin[ECO] ecoprms[i] [PRMIN]
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Appendix B

Original Temperature Data

The following three tables show the original temperature data for the Gulf of

Mexico (B.l), Florida (B.2) and Massachusetts (B.3), respectively.
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Figure B.l: Data from anchored buoy, south-southeast of Biloxi, Mississippi
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Figure B.2: Data from anchored buoy, Cape Canaveral, Florida
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Figure B.3: Data from anchored buoy, Boston, Massachusetts
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